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Abstract 

 

The magnetoelectric (ME) effect is a physical phenomenon with a wide range of device 

applications such as computer memories, smart sensors, actuators and high frequency 

microelectronic devices. There are few single-phase ME materials and most of them 

show weak ME coupling at room temperature. In order overcome this limitation, 

composite materials with increased ME effect are being developed. Most of the ME 

investigations have used as piezoelectric matrix ceramic materials, but ceramic 

composites may become fragile and are limited by deleterious reactions at the interface 

regions leading to low electrical resistivities and high dielectric losses, making those 

ceramic composites not attractive for applications. In this way, new multifunctional 

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and copolymers based nanocomposites were 

produced with magnetostrictive NiFe2O4, CoFe2O4 and Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 nanoparticles. 

PVDF and copolymers were used due to their flexibility and high piezoelectric 

coefficient and ferrite nanoparticles due to their good magnetostrictive properties and 

distinct magnetic response. 

The piezoelectric, dielectric, ferroelectric, magnetic and ME properties of the resulting 

nanocomposites were determined and discussed.  

It was found that the dispersed ferrite nanoparticles strongly enhanced the nucleation of 

the β-phase of the PVDF matrix, essential for the ME response. The origin of such β-

phase nucleation was attributed to the electrostatic interactions resulting from the 

presence of negative nanoparticle surfaces that interact with the polymeric CH2 groups 

that have positive charge density.  

It was also verified that macroscopic magnetic and dielectric responses of the 

composites strongly depend on the ferrite nanoparticle content, with both magnetization 

and dielectric constant increasing for increasing filler content. The β-relaxation in the 

composite samples was similar to the one observed for β-PVDF obtained by stretching. 

A superparamagnetic behaviour was observed for PVDF/NiFe2O4 composites, whereas 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 samples show a magnetic hysteresis cycle with coercivity of 0.3 T.  

Ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties were improved when small amount of 

CoFe2O4 nanoparticles (up to 7% in weight percent (wt.%)) were added to the P(VDF-

TrFE) matrix. The highest ME response of 41.3 mV/cm.Oe was found in the P(VDF-

TrFE)/CoFe2O4  (28/72 wt.%) composite when a HDC=0.25T was transversely applied 
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to the sample surface and a ME voltage coefficient of ≈5mV/cm.Oe was obtained at a  

HDC=0.5T for the PVDF/CoFe2O4 (93/7 wt.%) sample. This ME response for the PVDF 

based composites was possible after stretching of the samples, which also led to the 

formation of voids.  

Direct ME effects up to 1.35 mV/cm.Oe were obtained in a HDC =0,5T, for the P(VDF-

TrFE)/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4  (15/85 wt.% ).  P(VDF-TrFE)/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4  nanocomposites 

show, as compared to P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites,  linear and non-

hysteretic direct magnetoelectric responses up to 0.5 T. 

 It is in this way, novel polymer based ME composites were produced and characterized 

in such way that it was demonstrated their suitability for sensor applications. 
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Resumo 

O efeito magnetoeléctrico (ME) é um fenómeno físico que tem uma vasta gama de 

aplicações de que são exemplo as memórias de computador, sensores inteligentes, 

atuadores e aparelhos microeletrónicos de alta frequência. Existem muito poucos 

materiais ME de fase única e a maior parte deles exibem um efeito ME muito baixo à 

temperatura ambiente. Para ultrapassar esta limitação, estão a ser desenvolvidos 

materiais compósitos com efeito ME melhorado. Contudo, a maior parte das 

investigações no âmbito dos materiais ME têm usado como matriz piezoelétrica 

materiais cerâmicos, estes podem-se tornar frágeis e são limitados por reações deletérias 

nas interfaces levando a resistividades elétricas muito baixas e a elevadas perdas 

dielétricas, o que faz com que estes compósitos cerâmicos não sejam atrativos do ponto 

de vista ads aplicações. Desta forma, novos compósitos multifuncionais baseados no 

Poli(fluoreto de vinilideno) (PVDF) ou nos seus copolímeros foram produzidos através 

da incorporação de partículas magnetostrictivas de NiFe2O4, CoFe2O4 e Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. 

O PVDF e os seus copolímeros foram utilizados devido à sua flexibilidade e alto 

coeficiente piezoelétrico. Por sua vez, as nanopartículas de ferrites foram usadas devido 

às suas propriedades magnetostritivas e resposta magnética distinta.   

As propriedades piezoelétricas, dielétricas, ferroelétricas, magnéticas e ME dos 

nanocompósitos resultantes foram determinadas e discutidas. 

Foi descoberto que as nanopartículas de ferrites dispersas no PVDF melhoravam, 

significativamente a nucleação da fase β do polímero, fase essa que é essencial à 

resposta ME do compósito. 

A origem desta nucleação foi atribuída às interações eletrostáticas resultantes da 

presença de nanopartículas com superfícies negativas que interagiam com os grupos 

CH2 do polímero que possuem densidade de carga negativa. 

Verificou-se também que a resposta magnética e dielétrica dos compósitos era 

fortemente dependente da quantidade de ferrites adicionada, com a magnetização e 

constante dielétrica a aumentarem com o aumento da quantidade de partículas 

adicionadas. 

A relaxação β nos compósitos foi similar aquela observada no β-PVDF obtido através 

de estiramento.  
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Foi ainda observado um comportamento superparamagético nos compósitos 

PVDF/NiFe2O4 enquanto que, nas amostras PVDF/CoFe2O4 observou-se um ciclo de 

histerese magnética com coercividade de 0.3 T. 

As propriedades piezoelétricas e ferroelétricas também foram melhoradas quando se 

adicionaram pequenas quantidades de nanopartículas de CoFe2O4 (até 7 % de 

percentagem em massa (wt.%)) ao P(VDF-TrFE). 

A maior resposta ME foi verificada na amostra P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 (28/72 wt.%) 

quando um campo magnético HDC=41.3 mV/cm.Oe foi aplicado transversalmente à 

superfície da amostra, foi também obtido um coeficiente ME de ≈5mV/cm.Oe na 

amostra PVDF/CoFe2O4 (93/7 wt.%) quando se aplicou um HDC=0.5T. Esta resposta 

ME em amostras baseadas em PVDF foi possível graças ao estiramento da amostra, 

estiramento esse que também deu origem a vazios dentro do compósito. 

Foram também obtidas respostas ME diretas até 1.35 mV/cm.Oe na amostra P(VDF-

TrFE)/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4  (15/85 wt.% ). Quando sujeitas a HDC até 0.5T estas amostras 

mostraram um comportamento linear e sem histerese. 

Desta forma, novos compósitos ME baseados em polímeros foram produzidos e 

caracterizados de tal forma que foi demonstrada a sua adequação para aplicações na 

área dos sensores. 
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Over the past few years, ME multilayer ceramic and particulate composite materials 

have attracted growing attention. Ceramic composites may become fragile and are 

limited by deleterious reactions at the interface regions making such ceramic 

composites not appropriate for device applications. In this way, one of the major current 

challenges in the ME area is to obtain composites with an uncomplicated production 

method, a flexible structure and without large leakage currents. One possible way to 

overcome this quest is to use Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and its copolymers as 

piezoelectric phase of the ME nanocomposite. Since copolymer Poly(vinylidene 

trifluorethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)) crystallizes from the melt directly in the electroactive 

β-phase which is an essential requirement for the preparation of ME composites, 

P(VDF-TrFE) is being used in ME composites instead of PVDF,  but due to their 

distinct morphological and physical properties, it would be useful to implement also 

PVDF based ME composite materials. Regarding the other required component in a ME 

nanocomposites, ferrite nanoparticles such as NiFe2O4, CoFe2O4 and Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 

have been used as magnetostrictive phase as, among different magnetic oxide materials, 

show the largest magnetostrictive coefficients with high Curie temperature, good 

processability, chemical agent resistance, easy production and chemically inertness. 

However there are only few studies taking advantage of the simultaneously use of both 

materials (PVDF and ferrite nanoparticles) in order to obtain the ME. 

This thesis investigation is related to the development and characterization of ME 

nanocomposites consisting of PVDF and its copolymer P(VDF-TrFE) as piezoelectric 

phase and ferrite nanoparticles as magnetostrictive phase. 
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1.2  Objectives 

Since one of the main challenges in the ME area is to replace the ceramic piezoelectric 

phase by polymer based piezoelectric matrices to achieve larger sensor areas and/or 

non-planar structures, the main objective of this thesis was to obtain new types of ME 

polymer composites suitable for advanced applications. The composites needed to be 

produced, the origin of the effects investigated and the range of applicability 

determined. In particular, the main scientific objectives of the investigation were: 

 

1. To obtain new composites based in electroactive polymers with good ME properties. 

Prepare PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) composites by producing particulate composites of 

the polymers with magnetostrictive ferrite nanoparticles such as NiFe2O4, CoFe2O4 

and Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. 

2. To get a deeper knowledge of the physical origin of the dielectric, magnetic, 

mechanical and thermal properties of the composites. 

3. To obtain a relationship between the processing conditions, the structural and 

microscopic properties of the materials and their macroscopic response. 

4. To obtain and investigate the main characteristics of the ME response of the 

developed nanocomposites.  
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1.3 Structure 

 

This thesis is divided in 10 chapters and is intended to provide a comprehensive and 

logic report of the progress achieved during the present investigation. The chapters are 

presented in such a way that show the sequential progress obtained during this 

investigation and are related to a variety of published works.  

In the first part of this thesis (Chapter 1) are presented the objectives, the thesis 

structure and the state of the art on ME materials and their applications. 

In the Chapters 2 to 4 it is reported and discussed the nucleation of the electroactive β-

phase of PVDF and its influence in the crystallization kinetics of the polymer.  

The β-phase nucleation phenomenon is discussed and a nucleation mechanism is 

presented in Chapters 5 and 6. 

In the next three chapters (7, 8 and 9) of the thesis are presented, evaluated and 

discussed the dielectric, piezoelectric, magnetic and ME properties of the polymer based 

nanocomposites.   

The last chapter is focused on the final conclusions of the work and in the suggestion 

for future work research directions.  
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1.4 State of the art 

A short introduction on the main topics related to this thesis as well as the state of the 

art on the investigation in polymer based and non-polymer based magnetoelectric 

materials is presented.  

1.4.1 Basic Concepts 

In the Table 1.1 are listed and defined the basic concepts related to the ME field. 

Table 1.1 – Basic Concepts. 

Concept Definition References 

Multiferroic 

Material that possesses two or all three ferroic 

properties (ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism and 

ferroelasticity). 

[1-2] 

Ferroelectric 

Material that possesses a spontaneous and stable 

polarization that can be hysteretically switched by 

an applied electric field. 

[3-4] 

Ferromagnetic 

Material that possesses a spontaneous and stable 

magnetization that can be hysteretically switched by 

an applied magnetic field. 

[5-6] 

Ferroelastic 

Material that possesses a spontaneous and stable 

deformation that can be hysteretically switched by 

an applied stress. 

[7-8] 

Piezoelectricity 

Alteration in the strain of a material as a linear 

function of an applied electric field or a change in 

the material polarization as a linear function of 

applied stress. 

[8-9] 

Piezomagnetism 

Alteration in the strain of a material as a linear 

function of an applied magnetic field or a change in 

the material magnetization as a linear function of 

applied stress. 

[10-11] 

Electrostriction 
Alteration in the strain of a material as a quadratic 

function of an applied electric field. 
[12-13] 

Magnetostriction 
Alteration in the strain of a material as a quadratic 

function of an applied magnetic field. 
[14-15] 
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Piezoelectric 

coefficient 

Relates the mechanical strains produced by an 

applied electric field and are called the strain 

constants, or the "d" coefficients. d is a tensor, with 

components dij, where i indicates the direction of 

polarization generated in the material when the 

electric field is zero (or the direction of the applied 

field), and j is the direction of the applied stress (or 

the induced strain). 

[12-13] 

Piezomagnetic 

coefficient 

Relates the mechanical strains produced by an 

applied magnetic field and are called the "dm" 

coefficients. d is a tensor, with components dijm, 

where i indicates the direction of magnetization 

generated in the material when the magnetic field is 

zero (or the direction of the applied field), and j is 

the direction of the applied stress (or the induced 

strain). 

[14, 16] 

Magnetostrictive 

coefficient 

Relates the mechanical strains produced by an 

applied magnetic field and are called the "λ" 

coefficients. λ is a tensor, with components λij, 

where i indicates the direction of magnetization 

generated in the material when the magnetic field is 

zero (or the direction of the magnetic field), and j is 

the direction of the applied stress (or the induced 

strain). 

[14-15] 

ME coefficient 

Relates the polarization/voltage produced by an 

applied magnetic field and are called the "α" 

coefficients. Α is a tensor, with components αij, 

where i indicates the direction of 

polarization/voltage generated in the material when 

the electric field is zero (or the direction of the 

applied electric field), and j is the direction of the 

applied magnetic field (or the induced 

magnetization). 

[17-18] 
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1.4.2 ME Effect 

The ME effect, defined as the variation of the electrical polarization of a material in the 

presence of an applied magnetic field or as the induced magnetization in the presence of 

an applied electric field [19-21] has drawn increasing interest due to their potential 

applications in areas such as information storage, spintronics, multiple-state memories, 

magnetic sensors, transformers, gyrators, microwave devices, optical waves and diodes 

among others [22-26]. 

Four years (1888, 1894, 1905 and 1926) are intimately related to the emergence of the 

ME (Figure 1.1):   

- In 1888, Röntgen, before winning the Nobel Prize due to the discovery of the X-rays, 

observed that a dielectric moving in a electric field became magnetized [27]; 

- The reverse effect, the electrical polarization of a dielectric moving in a magnetic 

field was discovered by Wilson in 1905 [28]; 

- Between the first and second discoveries indicted above, Pierre Curie, in 1894 and on 

the basis of symmetry considerations enunciated the possibility of ME effect in non-

moving crystals [24, 29]; 

- In 1926, Debye introduced and coined the term “magnetoelectricity” for the effect 

that was at time unsuccessfully proved experimentally [30]. 
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1.4.3 Non polymeric ME materials: problems faced for application developments  

The magnitude of α in most of the single phase MF materials is in the range of 1-20 

mV/cm.Oe which is considered insufficient for most of the proposed practical 

applications [38]. Also there is a wide variation of the transition temperatures 

(paraelectric to ferroelectric, paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic to 

ferromagnetic) for the single-phase ME materials and there is a limited number of 

materials that exhibits MF behaviour at room temperature [39]. In this way, most of 

these ME can be only used at low temperatures, ≈10 K, which further complicates the 

design and applications of devices. As an effective alternative, with the product property 

based on the concept proposed by van Suchtelen [40], composites can be fabricated to 

obtain MF materials with large ME coefficient (α) at room temperature arising from an 

elastic coupling between magnetostrictive and piezoelectric phases. The fabricated 

composites morphology can be particulate, in situ growth or laminated [1, 6]. 

Despite ME coefficients obtained in ceramic MF composites being three orders of 

magnitude higher than in single phase materials [9-10], such composites may become 

fragile and are limited by deleterious reactions at the interface regions, leading to low 

electrical resistivity and high dielectric losses >0.1, hindering in this way the 

incorporation into devices [11]. Apart from the aforementioned disadvantages, ceramic 

composites still have other problems such as being expensive, dense and brittle which 

can lead to failure during operation [41-42]. In this way, ceramic based ME materials 

are not attractive from the technological point of view. 

A more recent approach to obtain highly flexible and non-brittle ME composites and to 

solve all the aforementioned problems is to use polymer based nanocomposites [37]. 

In comparison with the ceramic ME composites, polymeric based ME materials can be 

easily fabricated by a conventional low-temperature processing into a variety of forms 

such as thin sheets or molded shapes and can exhibit improved mechanical properties 

[37].   

 

1.4.4  Polymer based  ME materials 

As previously mentioned, three main types of ME polymer based composites can be 

found in the literature: Nanocomposites, polymer as a binder and laminated composites. 

In the following, the main characteristics, materials, achievements and limitations of 

each type will be discussed. 
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1.4.4.1 Particulate nanocomposites  

When compared to their ceramic ME counterparts, a much lower variety of 0-3 type ME 

polymer based nanocomposites have been reported in the last two decades. Polymers 

such as piezoelectric PVDF and Polyurethane (PU) have been used in such ME 

nanocomposites due to their good piezoelectric/electrostrictive properties [43].  

In the electrostrictive PU based ME composites several interesting results have been 

obtained, including the extraction of the true ME current from the total output current 

response and the coexistence of both linear and quadratic ME responses in the filled PU 

film. The obtained linear ME effect is of the same order of magnitude than that of Cr2O3 

single crystal (up to 18 mV/cm.Oe) and a possible linear magnetoelastoelectric 

coupling between fillers and polymer matrix not triggered by magnetostriction has been 

also proposed [44].  

The linear voltage ME coefficients (α) obtained in PU/ Fe3O4 and PU/Nickel composites 

were 11.4 and 6.0 mV/cm.Oe, respectively at 7 Hz, HDC=0 and HAC=1 Oe. Even when it 

is predicted that due to the magnetostriction it should be found an optimal value HDC 

and therefore a peak in the α value vs HDC [45], experiments show that α remains more 

or less constant with increasing HDC. This experimental observation strongly suggests 

that the magnetostrictive properties of the material have no influence in the PU/ Fe3O4 

and PU/Nickel ME composites.  

This interesting fact has been confirmed as the ME response in PU composites is 

independent of the magnetostrictive properties of the fillers such as Terfenol-D, Fe3O4 

or Nickel [46]. In this way, the ME coupling does not have its origin in the 

magnetostriction of the particles but rather in the linear elastic interaction between those 

particle aggregates and the highly polar microdomains of the semi-crystalline PU [45, 

47-48]. Consequently, the coupling in PU composites is mainly due to the particular 

nature of the elastomer PU matrix composed of both rubbery and polar domains. A 

support for the aforementioned mechanism is the fact that the simple of morphous 

carbon nanopowder into PU based ME composites enhances the quasistatic strain 

amplitude [49] since the bonding between the PU and the carbon nanopowder prevents 

slippage and effectively improves the strain in the nanocomposite [50]. In any case, the 

origin of the ME coupling in such nanocomposites is not clearly established yet [23].  

Regarding the use PVDF as the piezoelectric constituent of ME nanocomposites and 

after the theoretical calculations of giant ME on ferromagnetic rare-earth-iron-alloys-

filled ferroelectric polymers in 2001 by Nan et al [51-52], just one main experimental 
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report can be found in the literature. Zhang et al studied the effect of CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles on the morphology, ferroelectric, magnetic and ME behaviours of P(VDF-

TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites. The ferroelectric and ME responses are strongly 

influenced by the concentration of ferrite nanoparticles [53]. A significant experimental 

α33 value around 40 mV/cm.Oe was obtained in this kind of nanocomposites and 

theoretical confirmed by a relatively simple model based on Wong and Shin´s 

(Figure 1.3) [54-55]. In this model, the ME response α33 can be expressed as: 
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Here, p and m indicate the polymer and magnetic phase respectively; ; d3n the 

piezoelectric coefficients; ε the dielectric constant,  φ  the volume fraction of the 

magnetostrictive phase;  T and H are the stress and applied magnetic field, respectively; 

ξ the magnetic permeability and M the magnetization. 
m

m

dH

dM
 is obtained from the 

magnetization curve of the nanocomposites. 
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Figure 1.3 – Theoretical calculation of the ME coefficient as a function of HDC field for the 

P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites with different volume fractions. 

 

Possible ME polymer nanocomposite structures (Figure 1.4) were also synthesized 

using conducting polyaniline and nanosized BiFeO3 (BFO) particles through in situ sol–

gel polymerization by Hemalatha et al [56].  

 

 

Figure 1.4 – (a) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrograph of PANI/BFO composite at 

800 magnification. (b) SEM micrograph of PANI/BFO composite at 1000 magnification. 

 

The morphology, crystalline structure, magnetic, and optical properties of Polyaniline 

(PANI)/BFO composites with various concentrations of nanofiller were discussed but 

the ME response of such nanocomposites has not yet been reported. 

 

1.4.4.2 Polymer as a binder composites 

Unlike in the previous section, in the polymer as a binder composites the polymer is not 

used as the piezoelectric phase of the ME material but as a binder for the piezoelectric 
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and magnetostrictive particles that keep them together and provides the stress coupling 

between the piezoelectric matrix and the magnetostrictive fillers. 

Three-phase particulate composites of 

(Figure 1.5) were the first to be studied. 

 

Figure 1.5 – Schematic representation of the particulate Terfenol

composites [58]. 

 

In order obtain the ME response, a small 

in a PZT/PVDF mixture by a simple blending technique and the obtained dielectric, 

piezoelectric and ME properties demonstrate that a percolation transition o

ϕ≈0.12. When ϕ is lower than 0.07 the MF composites exhibit good piezoelectric and 

ME responses but when 0.07≤

and disappears at the percolation threshold, above which the composite becomes a 

conductor and only respond magnetostrictively. The maximum obtained value for 

0,2 T was about 42 mV/cm.Oe at 

the PZT/ferrite ceramic composite (115 mV/cm.Oe) [59]. Since this ME response is 

mainly determined by the ϕTerfenol

by the use of surfactants was made

dispersibility and dispersion 

matrices. In the case of PZT/ferrite ceramic composite, surfactants increase the 

percolation threshold.  

This experimental change has two consequences: 

i) the maximum magnetostrictive filler concentration allowed in the ME 

nanocomposites is increased ; 
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particles that keep them together and provides the stress coupling 

between the piezoelectric matrix and the magnetostrictive fillers.  

phase particulate composites of Terfenol-D alloy, PZT and PVD

.5) were the first to be studied.  

Schematic representation of the particulate Terfenol-D/PZT/polymer 

In order obtain the ME response, a small ϕ, of Terfenol-D nanoparticles were dispersed 

in a PZT/PVDF mixture by a simple blending technique and the obtained dielectric, 

piezoelectric and ME properties demonstrate that a percolation transition o

is lower than 0.07 the MF composites exhibit good piezoelectric and 

≤ϕ≤0.12 the piezoelectric and ME response sharply drops 

and disappears at the percolation threshold, above which the composite becomes a 

onductor and only respond magnetostrictively. The maximum obtained value for 

was about 42 mV/cm.Oe at ϕ=0.06 which is less than half with those obtained for 

the PZT/ferrite ceramic composite (115 mV/cm.Oe) [59]. Since this ME response is 

Terfenol-D, the pre-treatment of the Terfenol-D nanoparticles, 

was made. The use of surfactants is usually done to 

dispersion stability of nanoparticles [60-61] in different kind of 

matrices. In the case of PZT/ferrite ceramic composite, surfactants increase the 

This experimental change has two consequences:  

i) the maximum magnetostrictive filler concentration allowed in the ME 
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particles that keep them together and provides the stress coupling 

D alloy, PZT and PVDF [57] 

 

D/PZT/polymer 

D nanoparticles were dispersed 

in a PZT/PVDF mixture by a simple blending technique and the obtained dielectric, 

piezoelectric and ME properties demonstrate that a percolation transition occurs at 

is lower than 0.07 the MF composites exhibit good piezoelectric and 

0.12 the piezoelectric and ME response sharply drops 

and disappears at the percolation threshold, above which the composite becomes a 

onductor and only respond magnetostrictively. The maximum obtained value for α33 at 

=0.06 which is less than half with those obtained for 

the PZT/ferrite ceramic composite (115 mV/cm.Oe) [59]. Since this ME response is 

D nanoparticles, 

. The use of surfactants is usually done to improve 

61] in different kind of 

matrices. In the case of PZT/ferrite ceramic composite, surfactants increase the 

i) the maximum magnetostrictive filler concentration allowed in the ME 
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ii) a soft and inactive interfacial layer is induced in the Terfenol-D nanoparticles. 

 

Although the first consequence is extremely positive since it allows higher 

magnetostrictive content in the ME composite, the second produces a negative effect on 

both the piezo and ME response of the nanocomposites [62]. Further improvement in 

the ME response of this MF composites lies in increasing the ϕTerfenol-D and 

simultaneously ensuring a good interface contact between phases by the optimization of 

the nanocomposites processing. In view of this fact, theoretical calculations were 

performed on the mechanical boundary conditions influence in the ME properties, based 

on the Green´s function technique [52, 63]. Three different mechanical boundary 

conditions were considered: 

i) completely mechanical clamped boundary condition;  

ii) completely mechanical free boundary condition; 

iii) completely mechanical clamped in the zz direction and free in the transverse 

direction. 

For the composite with ϕ=0.06, the maximum α33 values were 117, 362 and 62 

mV/cm.Oe for situations i), ii) and iii), respectively. The same calculations also 

revealed that the PZT particles polarization and the inactive PZT/PVDF interface have a 

significant effect on the ME properties of the nanocomposites. Random orientations of 

the polarization in the PZT particles result in the disappearance of piezoelectricity in the 

composites, thereby the disappearance of the extrinsic ME effect. Although the thin 

interface layer with the same elastic constants as the polymer matrix has only a slight 

effect on the effective magnetostriction of the composites, the piezoelectric effect is 

strongly influenced by the interface layer surrounding the PZT particles [58]. 

The influence of different polymers in the ME response of the same kind of MF 

nanocomposites was recently investigated [64].  Polymer electrolyte Polyethylene oxide 

(PEO) and Lithium perchlorate-doped PEO (PEO Li+-PEO) and Poly(methyl 

methacrylate)  (PMMA) were mixed separately with Terfenol-D and PZT particles 

aiming to evaluate the significance of the polymer matrix conductivity in the ME 

response of the samples. The obtained α31 were 1.3, 3.2, and 4.8 mV/cm.Oe respectively 

for the Li+-PEO, PEO and PMMA polymer matrix. Those results confirm that samples 

with higher conductivity exhibit lower ME responses [57].   

Although the flexibility, structure, simple fabrication and easy shaping of the polymer 

as a binder ME materials provide attractive advantages in possible ME applications 
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those added features ate limited since all of them are worse when compared with the 

particulate nanocomposites. 

 

1.4.4.3 Laminated composites 

In the three-phase PZT/PVDF/Terfenol-D particulate composites of the previous 

section, the ϕTerfenol-D allowed in the nanocomposites is quite low, which strongly limits 

the ME response of the MF nanocomposites. To eliminate this limitation, a different 

class of ME material has been developed: laminated composites. MF laminated 

composites consisting on one PVDF/Terfenol-D particulate composite layer sandwiched 

between two PZT/PVDF particulate layers prepared by hot-molding technique has been 

reported [65]. The polymer phase PVDF is used just as a binder, with no influence on 

the ME properties of the laminated composite.  Experiments show that with ϕPVDF≤0.3, 

the low concentration of PVDF leads to low quality of the composites as the connection 

between the three phases is poor, leading to low ME performance. The ME properties 

were improved in the intermediate ϕPVDF concentration range (0.3≤ϕPVDF≤0.5) and as 

ϕPVDF further increases (ϕPVDF>0.5), high concentration of inert PVDF causes weak 

dielectric, magnetostrictive, piezo and ME activity of the three-phase laminated 

PVDF/Terfenol-D/PZT composites. A maximum value for α33 of 80mV/cm.Oe was 

obtained at 1 kHz, 0.4T and fPVDF=0.5. The maximum ME sensitivity of such laminated 

composites can reach up to 3V/cm.Oe at the resonance frequency of around 100 kHz 

[66]. The difference in the longitudinal (α33) and transversal (α31) ME sensitivity, 

3V/cm.Oe and 3.8V/cm.Oe respectively is fully attributed to the anisotropy of the 

laminated ME samples. At high bias, magnetostriction gets saturated faster under in-

plane bias than in out-of-plane bias producing a nearly constant electric field in the 

PZT, thereby decreasing α31 with increasing bias. 

Novel laminated conformations of the ME samples, consisting on  a PZT/PVDF 

particulate layer sandwiched between two PVDF/Terfenol-D particulate composite 

layers [67] were investigated.  With this conformation, the maximum ME sensitivity α33 

was improved to 300mV/cm.Oe at a frequency below 50 kHz and about 6V/cm.Oe at 

the resonance frequency of around 80 kHz. The ME response of such composites is also 

strongly dependent on the applied bias and on the thickness ratio (tp/L) between the 

PVDF/Terfenol-D layers and the PZT/PVDF layer. Keeping the thickness of the 

composite (L) equal to ≈2.5 mm,  the tp/L ratio was varied from 1/7 to 5/7 by increasing 
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the thickness of the PZT/PVDF particulate layer (tp) The α values of the composites first 

increase with tp/L until a 2/7 ratio, which could be attributed to the increase in the 

effective piezoelectric effect. However, with further increasing tp/L, the ME sensitivity 

declines after a maximum value, which is due to the reduction in magnetostrictively 

induced strain of the laminated composites with increasing tp/L [68].  

Finally, three-phase Terfenol-D/PZT/binder composites were fabricated by substituting 

PVDF by Spurr epoxy (Polysciences Inc., USA) [69]. The ME properties of such 

materials were investigated experimentally and theoretically confirmed by the use of the 

equivalent circuit approach [70]. Samples with a ϕTerfenol-D=0.5 in the Terfenol-D/Spurr 

epoxy laminates with two different PZT concentrations (ϕPZT=0.6 and ϕPZT=0.75)   in 

the PZT/Spurr epoxy laminate were measured. At a frequency of 10 kHz and 504 Oe 

field, the obtained value for α31 was ~ 0.3 and 0.4 V/cm.Oe, respectively for the 

ϕPZT=0.6 and ϕPZT=0.75 samples. When the frequency is changed to the resonance (≈55 

kHz), the α increases up to 10 V/cm.Oe in the case of the ϕPZT=0.6 and 11 V/cm.Oe in 

the case of the ϕPZT=0.75 composite. The increase of α with increasing ϕPZT is expected, 

due to the increase of the piezoelectric phase. It is nevertheless to notice that the 

improvement of the ME response is accompanied by a decrease of the flexibility and 

strength of the composite.  

A similar ME composite concept uses PU to increase the ME coupling between the 

piezoelectric PVDF and the magnetostrictive material (Fe3O4 and Terfenol-D) [71]. It 

was reported a ME in bi and trilayered composites consisting in on layer PVDF and one 

or two layers of PU filled with Fe3O4 or Terfenol-D particles, modelled by a driven 

damped oscillation system [72-73], with a highest α33 obtained for the trilayered sample 

of PE+2wt.% Fe3O4/PVDF/ PE+2wt.% Fe3O4 with a value of 753mV/cm.Oe at -2000 

Oe.  

Further, ME laminates of Vinyl ester resin (VER)-bonded Terfenol-D magnetostrictive 

layer (ϕTerfenol-D from 0.16 to 0.48) and a PZT piezoelectric layer glued together with a 

conductive epoxy [74], show α31 values increasing gradually with increasing ϕTerfenol-D in 

the magnetostrictive layer reaching a saturation for ϕTerfenol-D>0.4 due to the increasing 

elastic modulus and piezomagnetic coefficient  of the magnetostrictive phase. A 

maximum value of 2.7 V/cm.Oe was obtained at HDC=666 Oe. with ϕTerfenol-D in the 

magnetostrictive layer equal to 0.48. 

 A bilayer disk prepared by bonding a PZT disk with Terfenol-D/low viscosity epoxy 

disk [75] show at a bias of 0.3T  three resonance peaks with α33 values of 2.79 V/cm.Oe 
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at 35 kHz, 0.924 V/cm.Oe at 100 kHz and 1.31 V/cm.Oe at 122 kHz respectively [76]. 

The resonance peak at 122 kHz is attributed to the transversal resonance [77-78], which 

is present in many sandwich laminated composites [65, 79]. The observation of three 

ME resonance peaks in laminated composites was for the first time reported in this 

work. 

Thin, flexible ME laminates (Figure 1.6a) composites were fabricated following similar 

approaches but with different magnetostrictive layers, as for example, PVDF/Metglas 

unimorph (Figure 1.6b) and threelayer (Figure 1.6c) sandwich configurations [80].  

 

Figure 1.6 – (a) Picture of the flexible PVDF/Metglas unimorph laminate; (b) Unimorph 

configuration, and (c) the threelayer laminate. 

 

Those laminates required an HDC of only 8 Oe in order to achieve a maximum ME 

response, 1/50th than the ones required for the previous ME laminates. These small 

magnetic field ME laminates have giant ME voltage coefficients and excellent 

sensitivity to small variations in both HAC and HDC. The Metglas layer and PVDF layers 

are glued together using an epoxy and both laminate types were found to have a strong 

ME enhancement: three-layer composites: α31=238 V/cm.Oe; unimorph composites: 

α31=310 V/cm.Oe, both near the longitudinal resonance frequency at 50 kHz. At lower 

frequencies a maximum value of 7.2 V/cm.Oe was obtained for both geometries. 

Although the magnetostriction of Metglas SA1 was only 42 ppm which is far smaller 
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than the giant magnetostriction of Terfenol-D, the maximum value of its effective 

piezomagnetic coefficient d33m=4x10−6 Oe-1 is three to four times larger than the one for 

Terfenol-D d33m=1.2x 10−6 Oe-1 due to the small saturation field [81]. This extremely 

low HDC requirement is an important advantage of PVDF/Metglas laminates over other 

previously reported types, offering huge potential in practical applications.  

After the first works on PVDF/Metglas laminate nanocomposites [80], several works 

were devoted to these promising ME material. For example, taking advantage of the 

magnetic flux concentration effect of Metglas as a function of its sheet aspect ratio 

values of α31 = 21.46 V/cm.Oe were obtained in a PVDF/Metglas 2605SA1 laminate  

composite at a non resonance frequency of 20 Hz and at HDC=3Oe [82].   

By taking advantage of the anisotropy of PVDF/Metglas-SA1-MP4010XGDC 

laminates it was demonstrated  the ability of such composites to be used as an ultra-

sensitivity detection device of weak HDC (1x10-9 Oe) [83]. This high sensitivity is due to 

the: 

i) large piezoelectric voltage coefficient of PVDF that indicates a high output voltage in 

response to a small variation of strain; 

ii) high piezomagnetic coefficient of the Metglas-SA1-MP4010XGDC alloy;    

iii) relatively small demagnetization factor of the Metglas-SA1-MP4010XGDC alloy. 

Since α is proportional to the piezomagnetic and piezoelectric voltage coefficients and 

inversely proportional to the demagnetization factor, a high sensitivity is characteristic 

of the PVDF/Metglas composites. The maximum α31 value obtained in the 

PVDF/Metglas-SA1-MP4010XGDC laminate was 400 mV/cm.Oe at 1 kHz frequency 

and HDC=3 Oe.  

Further, as it was found that the depolarization effect is prone to occur in polymers such 

as PVDF, the effect of two types of poling processes were investigated in the ME 

properties of PVDF hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-HPFP)/Metglas laminates [84]. After 

applying the so-called “conventional poling”, usually used in the poling of piezoelectric 

polymers [85] or “cycling poling” [86]. In the first, a DC electric field ranging from 100 

to 300 MV/m was applied to the sample during 300 s at room temperature. Regarding 

the second poling method, starting at low electric fields, the sample is cycled through 

many “loops” until a consistent behaviour is indicated. Higher fields are then utilized 

until the desired stable polarization is achieved.  Comparing both methods, it was 

verified a shift of the ME peak (α vs HDC) of one method with respect to the other, 

attributed to the variation of the boundary conditions of the magnetostriction of the 
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Metglas. Since the maximum peak is related to the piezomagnetic coefficient of 

Metglas, the variation of magnetostrictive vibration will result in the variation of the 

magnetostrictive coefficient as well in a shift of the piezomagnetic coefficient peak. In 

this case, variation in the maximum of the α values with different poling processes is 

due to the fact that conventional poling uses DC electric field, while cyclic poling 

employs an AC electric field, which produces different orientation stresses in the 

dielectric polymer. The highest α31 obtained was 12V/cm.Oe at 5 Oe and is lower than 

the values obtained for the previously discussed PVDF/Metglas laminates, however it 

has the advantage of allowing the change of the HDC at witch is obtained through 

modifications in the poling process (electric field strength and type of poling). 

A novel approach to high performance ME polymer composites was presented with the 

chain-end cross-linked ferroelectric P(VDF-TrFE)/Metglas 2605 SA1 composites [87]. 

The performance improvement was due to the introduction of chain-end cross-linking 

and polysilsesquioxane structures into the P(VDF-TrFE) matrix which leads to the 

formation of larger crystalline samples and consequently better piezoelectric response in 

comparison to those of pristine P(VDF-TrFE) copolymers. With better piezoelectric 

properties a higher α was expected.  For the cross-linked P(VDF-TrFE)/Metglas 

laminate an α31 value of 17.7 V/cm.Oe was achieved under a HDC=3.79 Oe at 20 Hz, 

whereas the value obtained for the pristine P(VDF-TrFE)/Metglas under the same 

conditions is α31= 6.9 V/cm.Oe. The α31 values for cross-linked P(VDF-TrFE)/Metglas 

laminates can be further improved to 383 V/cm.Oe at the resonance frequency of 65 

kHz.  

The later laminate composite not only shows the largest value of α in polymer based 

ME materials but also points to a way to improve the piezoelectric properties of the 

piezoelectric layer and hence the ME response. 

Leaving behind the ME PVDF based/Metglas composites, this laminated polymeric ME 

materials section is concluded with the large ME response from mechanically mediated 

magnetic field-induced strain effect in PVDF/Ni50Mn29Ga21 single crystal [88]. 

Ni50Mn29Ga21 single crystal shows giant HDC induced strains of 6-10% in the tetragonal 

and orthorhombic martensitic phases, which has attracted interest for ME applications 

[89]. Showing obvious differences from the traditional magnetostrictive phases 

(Terfenol-D, ferrites or Metglas), the mechanism of the giant magnetic field-induced 

strains was due to the reorientation of the martensitic twin variants under an applied 

magnetic field as a result of magnetocrystalline anisotropy [90-91].  
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PVDF/Ni50Mn29Ga21 single crystal bilayered composites were produced by adhering 

one layer of the ferromagnetic shape memory alloy to one layer of the piezoelectric 

polymer with a conductive silver epoxy. The largest value α33 of 1.24 V/cm.Oe obtained 

at 1 kHz and at an optimal magnetic field of 0.51T was experimentally and theoretically 

confirmed [15, 92-93].   

This investigation not only reported a different constitution in ME laminates but also 

created a distinct physical mechanism for realizing such effect.  

An alternative concept in ME polymer laminated composites is based on thermal 

mediation [94].  This kind of MF material uses the large magnetocaloric effect (MCE), 

i.e., a temperature change induced in the ferromagnetic Gd crystal by a magnetic field  

and a large pyroelectric response in the ferroelectric P(VDF-TrFE) (68/32 mol%). 

Composites were prepared by bonding a Gd crystal plate to the P(VDF-TrFE) with a 

silver conductive adhesive epoxy to ensure a good thermal contact between the layers. 

An α value of 0.5V/cm.Oe was obtained at 293 K in an HAC= 120 Oe with 2.4 Hz. The 

α was further enhanced to 0.9 V/cm.Oe by exploiting the magnetic flux concentration 

effect [95].  

As a conclusion from this section, the results obtained for the main polymer based ME 

material are shown in Table 1.2 ordered by composite type. 
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Table 1.2 – Comparison of the different polymeric ME α. 

Type Constitution 
HDC-Max.α  

(Oe) 
Ref. 

α 

(mv/cm.Oe) 

αresonance 

(mv/cm.Oe) 

Nanocomposite 

PE/Fe3O4 0 [44] 11.4  - 

PE/Nickel 0 [44] 6 - 

P(VDF-TrFE)/ 

CoFe2O4 
2000 [53] - 40 

 

 

Polymer as a 

binder 

composites 

 

PVDF/Terfenol-D/ 

PZT 
2000 [57] 42 - 

PEO/Terfenol-D/PZT 

 

 

1400 

 

 

[64] 

1.3 - 

Li+-PEO/TerfenolD/ 

PZT 
3.2 - 

PMMA/TerfenolD/ 

PZT 
4.8 - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Laminate 

PVDF/TerfenolD/ 

PZT 
4000 [66] 80 3000 

PVDF/TerfenolD/ 

PZT 
4000 [67] 300 6000 

Spurr epoxy/Terfenol-

D/PZT 
504 [70] 400 1100 

PE /PVDF/ Fe3O4 2000 [71] 753 - 

VER/Terfenol-D/PZT 666 [74] 2700 - 

PZT/TerfenolD/ 

epoxy 
3000 [76] 1310 2790 

Gd crystal/P(VDF-

TrFE)/silver 

conductive epoxy 

200 [94] 500 - 

PVDF/Metglas 

unimorph  

8 

 

[80] 

 

7200 

238000 

PVDF/Metglas three-

layer 
310000 

PVDF/Metglas 8 [82] 21460 - 
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PVDF/Metglas 3 [83] 400 - 

PVDF-HPFP/Metglas 5 [84] 12000 - 

Cross-linked P(VDF-

TrFE)/Metglas 2605 
4 [87] 17700 383000 

PVDF/Ni50Mn29Ga21 5100 [88] 1240 - 

 

1.4.5  Applications 

Based on the previous sections it is concluded that ME materials are ready for 

technological applications.  Promising applications include magnetic field sensors, 

transducers, filters, oscillators, phase shifters, memory devices and biomedical 

materials, among others [22, 37]. In some of these applications polymeric based ME 

materials, as the one to be developed in this work, due to the polymers unique 

characteristics such as flexibility, lightweight, versatility, low cost and in some cases 

biocompatibility can be taken to advantage. Some of these applications include:   

 

1.4.5.1 Four state-memory 

To meet the intense demand of multimedia storage many efforts are being made to 

develop storage technologies with higher storage speed and density [96-97]. In the 

traditional two state (0 and 1) memories, the memory element is a magnetic tunnel 

junction that consists on an insulating tunnel barrier sandwiched by two magnetic 

electrodes [98]. The resistance of such junction strongly depends on the relative 

orientation of the magnetic moments, which is used to determine the memory state (0 or 

1) from the two magnetic electrodes [99]. The coded magnetic bits can then be read out 

non destructively by detecting such resistance changes, however, in the writing process, 

the magnetic bits are usually encoded by the use of high magnetic fields which is a 

process relatively slow and energetically expensive [21]. These problems can be solved 

with the manipulation of the magnetization direction by the use of an electric field 

[100], taking advantage of the ME effect. For this kind of multi-state memory  the 

multiferroicity is the essential factor for the information storage while the ME or the 

magnetodielectric effect [101] is the mechanism for the reading and writing procedure 

[102]. 
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Contrary to what happened a few decades ago, when polymers were just used as a 

binder in memories [103-104], memories based on polymeric materials are now a 

interesting topic due to their simplicity, good scability, low-cost, 3D stacking capability 

and large capacity for data-storage [105-106]. This electroactive polymers are usually 

deposited by ink-jet printing, spin-coating or vacuum evaporation on a variety of 

substrates for the fabrication of memories [107]. In this way, polymers, may also 

acquire in the near future a more central status in the memories market due to the 

polymeric four-state ME memories.  

 

1.4.5.2 Energy harvesting 

The ever decreasing power requirement of electronic sensors and devices [108] has 

attracted attention to the energy harvesting technologies [109]. In particular there has 

been significant interest in the area of the vibration energy based on piezoelectric and 

magnetic harvesters [110-113].   

As described in the previous section of this review, there has been significant advances 

in improving the magnitude of ME coefficient of laminate composites, which will 

improve the ME energy harvesting efficiency. Knowing that the next generation of 

energy-harvesting applications, such as wearable energy-harvesting systems, may 

require the piezoelectric materials to be flexible, lightweight, and even biocompatible 

[114], ME materials based on piezoelectric polymers may be an interesting approach to 

those requirements due to their flexibility, versatility and low cost [115].  

 

1.4.5.3 Magnetic field sensor 

Magnetic sensors have been in use for well over 2000 years. Early applications were for 

direction finding in navigation [116]. Today, magnetic sensors are also used in 

navigation but many more uses have evolved. The technology for sensing magnetic 

fields has also evolved driven by the need for improved sensitivity, smaller size, and 

compatibility with electronic systems [117]. Traditional magnetic sensors like Hall or 

magnetoresistive sensors need power supply, which raises some limitations. In this 

context, self-powered magnetic field sensors that directly transfer magnetic energy into 

electric signals are of large interest and can be realized thanks to the ME effect [118]. 

Most of the MEs tested for magnetic field sensor applications are based on PZT [118-

119] but the low flexibility, cost and fragility of PZT [120-121] do not meet 
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the challenges of  future sensor applications [122-123], therefore MF and ME polymer 

based composites are possible successful alternatives for the more traditional ceramic 

based ME magnetic sensors [39]. 

 

1.4.5.4 Other applications 

ME magnetic sensors also have enormous potential as by-products related to magnetic  

sensors: electric current sensors , speed sensors, angular sensors, electronic steering, 

throttle control, battery management, vehicle transmission, digital compasses and GPS 

[112] are just some examples and many of them are already being studied [117, 124-

125]. 

 

As a conclusion, polymer based ME materials are a promising research field with large 

interest for applications that certainly will appear soon. Analysing the results obtained 

from the different approaches for preparing such composites (Table 1.2) it is verified 

that the highest ME voltage coefficients are obtained to the laminate samples, but 

another evidence is well demonstrated by the Table 1.2: the lack of studies regarding the 

polymer based ME nanocomposites, which is the main objective of the present 

investigation.  
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2.1  Introduction 

MFs have invigorated interest in the fields of ferroelectric, ferromagnetic and 

multifunctional materials as they provide large potential applications in multifunctional 

devices, transducer, actuators, and sensors [1-3]. Such materials, which simultaneously 

display ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism are known as MFs [4]. The ME effect in 

such materials is due to the strain induced in the ferrite phase by an applied magnetic 

field, which in turn gives rise to an electric voltage in the ferroelectric phase [5]. 

The ME effect was first observed in single crystals, but the use of single-phase materials 

on device applications has not been successful due to the fact that these materials 

normally show weak ME effect [6]. One way to overcome these limitations is to use 

composite materials [7]. In this paper we focus on PVDF/ferrite composite for ME and 

MF applications, as the ME effect is larger in polymer composites from PVDF than in 

other polymer materials. For ME applications, the polymer must be in the electroactive 

phase, which, is obtained by a stretching process. In this work, it is reported and 

discussed the nucleation of the polar β-phase in PVDF films processed with the addition 

of nanometric ferrite particles. 

PVDF is a semi-crystalline polymer which shows four crystal polymorphs referred to as 

α, β, γ and δ [8]. The α and β polymorphs are most common, but melt processing 

usually results in the α-phase [9]. The polar phase, β, is technologically the most 

interesting one, it shows an all-trans conformation comprising fluorine atoms and 

hydrogen atoms on opposite sides of the polymer backbone, resulting in a net non-zero 

dipole moment, consequently, this phase is ferroelectric, exhibits large piezoelectric and 

pyroelectric coefficients and a high dielectric constant [10]. The β-phase of PVDF can 

be obtained from the α-phase by uniaxial or biaxial stretching of PVDF film and by 

solution crystallization at adequate temperature conditions [11] among others [12]. Until 

recently, this phase was exclusively obtained by mechanical stretching of films 

originally in the non-polar α-phase [13]. This process results in films mostly in the β 

phase, but with a small percentage of α-phase. Further, this method is not appropriate 

for the preparation of composites, as the stretching process leads to non-controlled 

reconfiguration of the fillers, as well as to their agglomeration. Furthermore, the 

maximum α to β-phase transformation occurs for deformations larger that 400%, which 

is not possible for large filler contents as the material becomes fragile [10]. It is also 

possible to obtain films in the β-phase directly by solution but this material presents a 
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high porosity leading to an opaque appearance and a decrease of the electrical and 

mechanical properties. Further, the films cannot be oriented by stretching due to their 

fragility [14]. 

Nucleation of the polar PVDF β-phase has been reported, taking advantage of addition 

of nanoparticles such as silicates and clays [15-18]. Andrew et al. also showed that by 

adding the oxidic spinel Ni–Zn ferrite nanoparticles into PVDF, the β and γ-phase, 

containing longer trans sequences, were enhanced in the composite electrospun fibers 

[19, 20].  

Oxidic spinels used as the ferromagnetic phase in our work are interesting both for 

fundamental studies and for technological applications [21-23]. In particular, ferrite 

spinels such as CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 exhibit combined electrical and magnetic 

properties that have found numerous applications in high-frequency devices, memory 

cores and magnetic recording media. Nanometre size ferrites are under intense 

investigation due to the broad range of magnetic behaviour that is used for the 

preparation of tailored composites and structures [24]. 

As mentioned before, the ME effect is larger in polymer composites from PVDF than in 

other materials, but the polymer must be in the electroactive phase, which is obtained by 

a stretching process. Due to this process, particulate composites loose ME efficiency 

and need large filler contents, therefore, just laminate composites seem to be of applied 

interest. Laminate composites are, on the other hand, more difficult to fabricate in an 

up-scaled process. In this paper we demonstrate the possibility of nucleating the 

electroactive phase of PVDF with nanosized ferrite spinels, giving rise to particulate 

ME polymer composites.  

 

2.2  Experimental 

Ferrite nanoparticles were purchased from Nanoamor, CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 powders 

have dimensions between 35-55 and 20-30 nm respectively.  N,N-dimethylformamide 

(DMF), pure grade was supplied by Fluka and PVDF (Solef 1010) was supplied by 

Solvay. All the chemicals and nanoparticles were used as received from the suppliers. 

The initial concentration of solution was 0.2 g of PVDF for 1 ml of DMF. In order to 

obtain a good dispersion of the ferrite nanoparticles within the polymeric matrix, the 

following procedure was applied: first, the desired amount of nanoparticles was added 

to 12 ml of DMF and then placed in an ultrasound bath during 6 h, to ensure that 
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nanoparticles were well dispersed in the solution and also to avoid loose aggregates; 

then 3g of PVDF were subsequently added and the obtained mixture was placed in a 

Teflon mechanical stirrer for complete dissolution of the polymer during 1h. Flexible 

films of ~30 µm were obtained by spreading the solution on a clean glass substrate. 

Solvent evaporation and polymer crystallization were obtained inside an oven at 

controlled temperature. The samples were maintained inside the oven for 10 min at 210 

ºC to ensure the complete melting of the nanocomposite. After this process, samples are 

crystallized by cooling down to room temperature. The wt.% of ferrite nanoparticles 

varied from 0.001 to 50 in the case of  PVDF/CoFe2O4 and 5 to 50 in the case of PVDF/ 

NiFe2O4 composites.  

Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra of the films were recorded on 

a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 in Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) mode over a 

range of 650-1150cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1. 32 scans were performed to each 

sample. 

DSC studies were performed using a Perkin-Elmer Diamond DSC. During the DSC 

analysis the samples were ramped from -70°C to 200°C under a dry N2 environment at a 

rate of 10°C/min, then maintained at isothermal conditions for 5 min at 200°C. The 

specimens were then cooled at a rate of 10°C/min to -70°C. Nominal melting 

temperature (Tm) was defined as the peak of the melting endotherm during the heating 

from -70°C to 200°C and the crystallization temperature, Tc, was defined as the peak of 

the crystallization exothermic upon cooling from 200°C to -70°C. 

SEM was carried out at a resolution of 20 µm in a Leica Cambridge S360 apparatus. 

 

2.3  Results and discussion 

FTIR has been proved to be suitable to identify and quantify phase content in PVDF 

[25, 26]. In particular specific bands such as 766 and 840 cm−1 have been identified to 

correspond to the α and β-phase respectively. These specific bands have been used for 

identification and quantification of the phases in the present work. 

A comparison of the FTIR spectra (Figure 2.1a and Figure 2.2a) of CoFe2O4 and 

NiFe2O4 nanocomposites shows that as the weight fraction of CoFe2O4 increases from 

0.01 wt.% up to 1 wt.% the bands corresponding to the α-phase of the polymer decrease, 

almost disappearing for the 5% content composites. 
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Figure 2.1 – (a) Infrared transmittance vs. wavenumber for PVDF nanocomposites with Cobalt 

ferrite nanoparticles with weight concentrations going from 0.01% until 50%. (b) Evolution of α 

into β-phase transformation for CoFe2O4. 

 

The β-phase band at 840 cm-1 increases reaching the minimum transmittance value at 5 

wt.%. For higher concentrations than 5% no differences are detected in the 

characteristic bands of the different phases.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 – (a) Infrared transmittance vs. wavenumber for PVDF nanocomposites with Nickel 

ferrite nanoparticles with weight concentrations from 5% until 50%. (b) Evolution of α into β-

phase transformation for NiFe2O4. 

 

As the wt.% of NiFe2O4 increases from 5 up to 40 wt.%, the α-phase bands decrease, 

almost disappearing for 50% content. At the same time, the β-phase band at 840 cm-1 

increases reaching the minimum transmittance value at 50 wt.%. This phase evolution 

with ferrite concentration is also proven by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements (not 

shown).  
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The relative amount β phase (F(β)) present in the different samples was calculated 

applying equation 2.1 [26]:  

                                                      

     

 

Here, F(β) represents the β-phase content; Aα and Aβ  the absorbencies at 766 and 840 

cm−1, corresponding to the α and  β phase material; Kα and Kβ  are the absorption 

coefficients at the respective wave number and Xα and Xβ the degree of crystallinity of 

each phase. The value of Kα is 6.1×104 and Kβ is 7.7×104 cm2/mol. A similar procedure 

was used for the calculation of the α-phase content [26]. 

The evolution of the α and β phase content with ferrite concentration is observed in 

Figure 2.1b and in Figure 2.2b. The β-phase increases and correspondingly the α-phase 

content decreases with increasing nanoparticle concentration. For CoFe2O4 composites 

the full phase nucleation of the β-phase occurs for much lower concentrations than for 

NiFe2O4 composites. 

In the case of cobalt ferrite, the full nucleation of the β-phase has been already achieved 

for 5 wt.%. In the case of nickel ferrite, the maximum β-phase content is obtained for 

50 wt.%. 

These results are not in agreement with the theory presented by Andrew and Clarke 

[20], once they proposed that nanoparticles promote the phase nucleation when their 

radius was less than the Radius of gyration (Rg) of the polymer. The Rg value for PVDF 

is 27,5 nm, and the average radius of nanoparticles is 45 nm for CoFe2O4 and 25 nm for 

NiFe2O4.   

The fact that the β-phase of PVDF forms preferentially in PVDF/ferrite nanocomposites 

suggests one of two phenomena, either the ferrite nanoparticles are nucleating β-phase 

epitaxially on their surfaces or they are interrupting the chain mobility during 

crystallization, so that more extended-chain β-phase crystals are formed [19, 20].  

DSC analysis of pure α-PVDF and the ferrite nanocomposites were conducted to 

analyze the effect of nanoparticles on the Xc.  
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Table 2.1 – Thermal analysis for PVDF nanocomposites with ferrite nanoparticles. 

Sample 
Xc

m  

(%) 

Tm  

(ºC) 

∆S  

(J/g ºC ) 

Xc
C 

(%) 

Tc  

(ºC) 

∆T 

(ºC) 

0.01% CoFe2O4 55.67 173.29 0.3 53.50 141.52 32 

0.1% CoFe2O4 49.50 172.3 0.27 51.72 141.7 31 

0.5% CoFe2O4 45.43 169.95 0.25 51.09 140.86 29 

1% CoFe2O4 42.15 174.81 0.23 50.45 143.7 31 

5% CoFe2O4 35.09 174.53 0.21 39.63 143.9 31 

10% CoFe2O4 35.42 174.6 0.21 36.81 144.24 30 

20% CoFe2O4 24.86 176 0.14 26.78 145.23 31 

30% CoFe2O4 18.64 178.84 0.11 22.50 144.38 34 

40% CoFe2O4 15.11 178.7 0.086 15.75 145.05 34 

50% CoFe2O4 8.38 177 0.048 9.99 143.33 34 

5% NiFe2O4 44.09 172.3 0.24 45.62 144.37 28 

10% NiFe2O4 51.03 173 0.28 47.51 143.69 29 

20% NiFe2O4 35.35 174 0.20 28.18 143.99 30 

30% NiFe2O4 16.71 176 0.094 20.92 145.21 31 

40% NiFe2O4 10.64 177 0.060 13.38 143.03 34 

50% NiFe2O4 6.95 184 0.038 7.81 142.94 41 
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The DSC results for CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 samples are presented on Table 2.1 and 

Figure 2.3. The melting and crystallization enthalpies, ∆Hm and ∆Hc, data obtained for 

nanocomposite samples were corrected due to the presence of ferrite nanoparticles, i.e. 

considering just the wt.% of the polymer phase.  

 

  

Figure 2.3 – (a) DSC thermogram (heating) for CoFe2O4 nanocomposites. (b) DSC thermogram 

(heating) for NiFe2O4 nanocomposites. 

 

The degree of crystallinity of α-PVDF and PVDF nanocomposites, based on either the 

melting (Xc
m) or crystallization (Xc

c) DSC scans, can be obtained from equation 2.2: 

    

 

Here, x is the weight fraction of the α phase, y is the weight fraction of the β phase, 

(∆H100%crystalline) α is the enthalpy of pure crystalline α-PVDF and (∆H100%crystalline) β is 

the enthalpy of pure crystalline β-PVDF:  93.04 J/g and 103.4 J/g respectively [27]. 

The degree of supercooling can be obtained from ∆T, the difference between Tc and Tm, 

obtained from the cooling and heating DSC scans peaks, respectively [28], 

   

∆T in CoFe2O4 ferrite remains practically unchanged and in NiFe2O4 ferrites increases 

with increasing filler concentration, accompanying the α to β-phase transformation. This 

fact indicates an increasing degree of supercooling. 

The entropy, ∆S, of the melting process is calculated by equation 2.4, with ∆G, the 

Gibbs free energy, being zero: 
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According to the DSC scans and results summarized in Table 

nanoparticles has the effect of increasing of the melting temperature. The increase in the 

melting temperature results in higher thermal stability. 

decrease with increasing filler content.

The degree of crystallinity of the 

ferrite nanoparticles the degree of crystallinity is higher than 45%, decreasing for 

increasing ferrite nanoparticle content.  This fact is in agreement with the nanoparticles 

acting as nucleating agents [20, 29]. The enhancement in the nucleation efficiency of 

the PVDF leads to more nucleation centers, smaller spherulites and decreasing 

crystallinity with increasing concentration of ferrite nanoparticles, as illustrated also by 

SEM images of α-PVDF and PVDF/ferrite nanocomposites crystallized at the same 

temperatures.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 – SEM images from 

concentrations of 5 (b) and 50% (c

 

α-PVDF, Figure 2.4a, presents a typical spherulitic structure. By adding cobalt ferrite 

nanoparticles the amount of spherulites increases (

from 30 µm in α-PVDF to 10 

already observed in PVDF/clay nanocomposites [29].

generated from the nucleation agents simultaneously grow in a limited space and lead to 

smaller spherulites. On the other hand, the large number of nu

cause more crystal defects, leading to a lower crystallinity, which is consistent with our 

DSC measurements. For high 

structures are detected. 

 

a b 

          

According to the DSC scans and results summarized in Table 2.1, the addition of 

nanoparticles has the effect of increasing of the melting temperature. The increase in the 

melting temperature results in higher thermal stability. In addition ∆S of the polymer 

decrease with increasing filler content. 

The degree of crystallinity of the α-phase is 45% [10]. For the lower concentrations of 

ferrite nanoparticles the degree of crystallinity is higher than 45%, decreasing for 

errite nanoparticle content.  This fact is in agreement with the nanoparticles 

acting as nucleating agents [20, 29]. The enhancement in the nucleation efficiency of 

the PVDF leads to more nucleation centers, smaller spherulites and decreasing 

with increasing concentration of ferrite nanoparticles, as illustrated also by 

PVDF and PVDF/ferrite nanocomposites crystallized at the same 

 

SEM images from α-PVDF (a) and PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites with 

nd 50% (c), respectively. 

4a, presents a typical spherulitic structure. By adding cobalt ferrite 

t of spherulites increases (Figure 3.4b) and its sizes decreases 

PVDF to 10 µm in PVDF with 5 wt% of CoFe2O4. Similar results were 

already observed in PVDF/clay nanocomposites [29]. A great number of nucleus 

generated from the nucleation agents simultaneously grow in a limited space and lead to 

smaller spherulites. On the other hand, the large number of nucleation centers will also 

cause more crystal defects, leading to a lower crystallinity, which is consistent with our 
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errite nanoparticle content.  This fact is in agreement with the nanoparticles 

acting as nucleating agents [20, 29]. The enhancement in the nucleation efficiency of 

the PVDF leads to more nucleation centers, smaller spherulites and decreasing 

with increasing concentration of ferrite nanoparticles, as illustrated also by 
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2.4  Conclusions 

In conclusion, it is demonstrated that it is possible to prepare PVDF/ferrite 

nanocomposites in the electroactive β-phase of the polymer by melt processing, with 

great potential for the preparation of ME composites. Two different ferrites, CoFe2O4 

and NiFe2O4, were used to promote the β-phase crystallization of the PVDF composites. 

The crystallization of the β-phase of PVDF was observed for both ferrite nanofillers, 

although the β-phase content increases with increasing ferrite concentration in a 

different way. It was verified that composites with more that 90% of the crystalline 

phase in the β-phase are obtained for 5 wt.% of CoFe2O4 and 50 wt.% of NiFe2O4. 
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3.1  Introduction 

Polymer nanocomposites represent a class of materials with improved performance. 

Compared with traditional filled grades of polymers, nanocomposites show property 

improvements at lower loadings of the inorganic fillers [1]. 

Among the electroactive polymers, PVDF and its copolymers, represent the family of 

polymers with the best electroactive performance [2-3]. PVDF shows typically a degree 

of crystallinity around 50% and can appear in four different crystalline phases known has 

α, β, γ and δ, depending on the processing conditions [4]. The α and β-phases are the 

most important crystalline polymorphs. The α-phase is non-polar and has a trans-gauche 

bond (TGTG’) conformation, being most commonly obtained directly cooling from the 

melt or by solvent cast at solvent evaporation temperatures above 120 ºC [5-7]. The β-

phase, with an “all-trans” conformation (TTT) comprising fluorine and hydrogen atoms 

on opposite sides of the polymer chain, resulting in a net non-zero dipole moment, which 

results in the most polar phase, being extensively applied in technological applications 

involving the electroactive properties of the material [3, 8].  

Typically, the β-PVDF is obtained by stretching the α-phase t temperatures below 100 ºC 

with a draw ratio between 3 and 5 [3, 6]. Unoriented β-phase may also be obtained by 

solvent casting, when the material is crystallized at temperatures below 70 ºC, but the 

samples obtained by this procedure presents high porosity [6]. Solvent evaporation at 

higher temperatures results in a mixture of the α and β-phase, with the α-phase fraction 

increasing with increasing temperature [3, 6]. A method to remove the porosity of such 

samples was developed by Sencadas et al. by applying a uniaxial compression force at 

temperatures above 140 ºC [6]. Due to the high porosity of the samples, the material has 

very poor mechanical and electrical properties, what reduce the applicability of these 

materials as sensors and actuators. 

Consequently, some other methods were introduced to improve the way in which the β-

PVDF phase is obtained. Among them, crystallization under high pressure or the use of 

copolymers such as P(VDF-TrFE) resulting from the copolymerization of vinylidene 

fluoride with trifluorethylene are examples of such efforts [9]. Other method to develop a 

β-PVDF is based on the incorporation of nanoclay into PVDF [1, 10]. 

Most recently, ferrite nanoparticles were added to PVDF with the intention of nucleate 

the electroactive phase of the polymer [11-12]. These ferrite nanoparticles are usually 

used as the ferromagnetic phase in ME composites and are interesting both for 
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fundamental studies and technological applications [13]. Nanometre size ferrites are 

under intense investigation due to the broad range of magnetic behaviour that is used for 

the preparation of tailored composites and structures [14]. 

The physical properties of PVDF depend upon the processing conditions and can also be 

strongly influenced by the presence of nanoparticles, which affect the crystallization 

behaviour and the resulting polymer morphology [15]. Additionally, the presence of 

nanoparticles also has influence on crystallization kinetics [16]. 

Despite crystallization behaviour of the α-phase PVDF has been already studied [17] the 

effect of nanoparticles in the polymer crystallization remains vaguely discussed [16, 18]. 

Recent publications reveal that addition of nanoparticles into PVDF matrix shift the 

crystallization peak to higher temperatures and smaller spherulites are created [12, 16]. 

This suggests that the faster crystallization rate of PVDF observed in the blends is due to 

the nucleating ability of nanoparticles. 

In a general way, the subject of polymer crystallization has been of great interest for 

several decades and can be carried out under isothermal or non-isothermal 

conditions [19]. Studies on the overall crystallization rate under isothermal conditions are 

usually accomplished in the scope of the Avrami formalism [20-22] which is valid at 

least for the early stages of the process [17, 23]. 

Non-isothermal crystallization of polymers, on the other hand, is not easy to be modelled. 

This difficulty has been overcome by assuming the non-isothermal process as an 

approximation of infinitesimally small isothermal stages, so that it can be described by 

models based on modifications of the initial Avrami equation [17, 23-24]. 

The non-isothermal crystallization kinetics of several polymeric nanocomposites has been 

discussed. Xu et al. [25] reported that the crystallization of 

Polypropylene/Montmorillonite nanocomposites was faster than the pure Polypropylene 

at a given cooling rate. The addition of Montmorillonite accelerates then the overall non-

isothermal crystallization and reduces the activation energy. Qian et al. [26] showed that 

the crystallization rate of HDPE/nano-SiO2 nanocomposite was faster than that of pure 

high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and that the activation energies of the composites 

increased with the increasing SiO2 loading.  

The nucleation activities of silica nanoparticles were also investigated by Kim et al. [27]. 

The addition of nano–sized silica nanoparticles shift the crystallization peaks to higher 

temperatures compared with the pure Poly(ethylene 2,6-naphthalate) (PEN), and the 
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overall crystallization time was reduced. On the other hand, the degree of crystallinity of 

PEN nanocomposites was increased. 

More recently, Kim et al. and Manna et al. took advantage of carbon nanotubes and silver 

nanoparticles respectively to act as nuclei in the crystallization process of the 

piezoelectric β-phase of the polymer PVDF [28-29]. It was found that melting 

temperature and enthalpy of fusion of PVDF increased slightly in the PVDF/silver 

nanoparticles; however, with increasing Ag nanoparticle content they gradually 

decreased. The crystallization studies on cooling from the melt indicated that silver 

nanoparticles acted as nucleating agents for crystallization of PVDF. 

Regarding isothermal crystallization kinetics of polymer nanocomposites, Chen et al 

[30], using the Avrami analysis, demonstrated that adding organo-attapulgite (ATT) into 

Poly(butylene terephthalate) accelerate the crystallization kinetics of PBT. Similar results 

were found by Zhang et al [31] when Carbon black (CB) nanoparticles were added into 

Poly(ethylene terephthalate (PET). The crystallization temperature decreased from 393 to 

373 K with increasing CB content from 0 to 12.5 wt.%. Avrami exponents n were 

evaluated to be in the range 2.1—2.6 for neat PET and the composites. Carbon black 

nanoparticles acting as nucleating agent in the composites accelerated the crystallization 

rate, and the crystallinity of the composites was improved largely by addition of CB. 

Concerning the isothermal crystallization, Raka et al [32] reported the effect of organo-

modified clay (Cloisite 93A) nanoparticles on the isothermal crystallization behaviour of 

isotactic polypropylene (iPP) in iPP/clay nanocomposites. Results indicated that higher 

nanoparticle clay loading promotes the formation of the β-phase crystallites. Analysis of 

the isothermal crystallization showed that the Polypropylene (PP) nanocomposite (1% 

C93A) exhibited higher crystallization rates than the neat PP and that the activation 

energy decreased with the incorporation of clay nanoparticles into the matrix, which in 

turn indicates that the nucleation process is facilitated by the presence of clay. 

In present work, ferrite nanoparticles were added into PVDF via solution blending with 

different concentrations to obtain PVDF/ferrite ME composites. The used ferrites 

(CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4) have the ability to nucleate the ferroelectric phase of the 

polymer, but they do it at a tailored concentration rate. Further, the crystallization 

dynamic has been studied in order to shed some light on the influence of the 

nanoparticles in the crystallization in the different phases of the polymer. Finally, this 

study is relevant as allows the preparation of ME composites taking advantage of the 
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piezoelectric properties of the β-phase of PVDF and the magnetostriction of the ferrite 

nanoparticles. 

 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Sample preparation and characterization 

Ferrite nanoparticles were purchased from Nanoamor. CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 powders 

have dimensions between 35-55 and 20-30 nm, respectively. The size distribution of the 

nanoparticles was further determined by DLS (inset of Figures 3.1 (c-d)).  DMF (pure 

grade) was obtained from Fluka and PVDF (Solef 1010) was supplied by Solvay. All the 

chemicals and nanoparticles were used as received from the suppliers. The initial 

concentration of the solution was 0.2 g of PVDF for 1ml of DMF. In order to obtain a 

good dispersion of the ferrite nanoparticles within the polymeric matrix, the following 

procedure was applied: first, the desired amount of nanoparticles was added to 12 ml of 

DMF and then placed in ultrasound bath during 6 h, to ensure that nanoparticles were 

well dispersed in the solution and to avoid loose aggregates; then 3 g of PVDF were 

subsequently added. Finally, the mixture was placed in a Teflon mechanical stirrer for 

complete dissolution of the polymer. Flexible films were obtained by spreading the 

solution on a clean glass substrate. 

Solvent evaporation and polymer crystallization were obtained inside an oven at 

controlled temperature. The samples were maintained inside the oven for 10 min at 

210 ºC to ensure the complete melting of the nanocomposite and solvent evaporation. 

After this process, samples are crystallized by cooling down to room temperature. The 

wt.% of ferrite nanoparticles varied from 0.1 to 5% in the case of cobalt ferrite and from 

5 to 50% in the case of nickel ferrite. 

Infrared measurements were performed in order to determine and characterize the 

presence of the different PVDF crystalline phases. A Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 

apparatus was used in ATR mode from 4000 to 650 cm-1. FTIR spectra were collected 

with 32 scans and a resolution of 4 cm-1. 

DLS was performed with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern instruments), provided by a 

He/Ne laser of 633 nm wavelength. The nanoparticles dispersion was analyzed in a 

polystyrene cell for size distribution. 
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3.2.2 Crystallization kinetics  

Crystallization kinetics of PVDF was measured by means of isothermal experiments and 

cooling scans using a differential scanning calorimetre Pyris (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, 

MA, USA). Dry nitrogen gas was let through the DSC cell with a flow rate of 20 mL.min-

1. A single sample of each material, around 2 mg weight, directly cut from the film was 

used for all isothermal experiments. All the samples had approximately the same weight 

(2 mg) and the same thickness, around 50 µm. The calibration of the DSC was made 

using the 4-cyano-40-octyloxybiphenyl (M24) transition from smectic to nematic phase, 

Ts–n, measured at different temperature rates on cooling and heating runs and the melting 

point of indium measured at different heating rates. The measurements were conducted 

with the standard calibration of the DSC and the temperature scale was then corrected by 

software taking into account the rate dependence of Ts–n and the indium melting. 

Images of spherulitic growth during the crystallization of PVDF were obtained by Optical 

microscopy with polarized light (OMPL) (Leica DM2500M, Portugal) provided with a 

Leica DFC-280 camera (Portugal). 

 

3.3  Results 

3.3.1 Polymer phase content within the composite 

As already reported in other works, the inclusion of nanofillers like carbon nanotubes or 

silver nanoparticles changes the crystallization behaviour of the polymeric matrix [33-

34].  

In this work, PVDF nanocomposites were prepared with two different ferrites (CoFe2O4 

and NiFe2O4) and different concentration of the filler in the polymeric matrix in order to 

understand the effect of the filler in the crystallization behaviour of the nanocomposite 

and the ability of the ferrites in induce crystallization of the β-PVDF directly from the 

melt.  

The infrared measurements for the samples with different filler types and contents are 

presented in Figure 3.1. It is observed that, when cooled from the melt, the pure polymer 

crystallizes directly in the α-PVDF crystalline phase. For the nanocomposite samples the 

FTIR measurements shows that α and β crystalline phases coexist in the polymer matrix, 

with increasing amount of β-PVDF with increasing ferrite filler content. 
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Figure 3.1 – Infrared spectra for the PVDF nanocomposites with increasing filler contents: (a) 

CoFe2O4, (b) NiFe2O4. Evolution of the β-phase content with increasing filler concentration for 

the (c) CoFe2O4, (d) NiFe2O4 nanocomposite samples. Inset of figures (c) and (d): size 

distribution of the CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 nanoparticles as obtained by DLS. 

 

The β-phase content present in each sample was calculated from the infrared absorption 

bands at 764 cm-1 and 840 cm-1, characteristic of the α and β-phases of PVDF, 

respectively, with a procedure similar to the one presented in [3]. Assuming that the 

infrared absorption follows the Lambert-Beer law, for a system containing α and β-

phases, the relative fraction of the β-phase, F(β), can be calculated applying equation 

(3.1): 
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For the nanocomposite samples, the variation of the relative fraction of the β-phase with 

increasing amount of CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 ferrite fillers is presented in Figures 3.1c and 

Figure 3.1d. For CoFe2O4, even a small amount of nanoparticles induces the 

crystallization of the polymer matrix and the co-existence of the α and β-phases of 

PVDF. Figure 3.1c shows that a maximum of 88% of β-phase is obtained for 5% of 

CoFe2O4 content. On the other hand, for the NiFe2O4 co-existence of α and β -phases is 

observed for small filler content, too, but to obtain the highest amount of β-phase 84%, it 

is necessary to add as much as 50 wt.% NiFe2O4 nanoparticles. It is to notice that the 

densities of CoFe2O4 (5.3 g/cm3) and NiFe2O4 (5.4 g/cm3) are quite similar, representing 

therefore similar volume content for the same mass content. 

 

3.3.2 Composite microstructural morphology 

The morphology of the samples during polymer crystallization was observed by 

(Polarized optical microscopy) POM a technique that evidences that the crystalline 

morphology of PVDF is highly influenced by the presence of ferrite nanoparticles. Figure 

3.2 shows the spherulitic structure of the semi-crystalline α-PVDF (Figure 3.2a), PVDF 

filled with Cobalt (Figures 3.2b and 3.2c) and Nickel ferrite nanocomposites (Figure 

3.2d). The spherulites of PVDF present a compact and well-defined structure with 

Maltese-cross texture (Figure 3.2), as it was shown in a previous paper [17]. The addition 

of even the smallest amount of Cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, 0.1 wt.%, increases the 

number of the spherulites while spherulite size decreases strongly (Figure 3.2b), but the 

samples reveal almost the same spherulitic microstructure as for the α-phase of the 

PVDF. This is a clear evidence that nanoparticles act as nucleation points. Nevertheless it 

is worth note that the increase in the number of spherulites is orders of magnitude smaller 

than the number of nanoparticles. Only some of them initiate growing of a spherulite 

while the rest are embedded in the growing crystalline structure. With increasing 

CoFe2O4 nanoparticle content, the number of nucleation points grows so much that 

spherulites cannot be formed. In fact, the sample containing 5 wt.% CoFe2O4 (Figure 

3.2c) shows no texture in the polarized light microscope in spite that, as will be shown by 

the DSC results, below, its crystalline fraction is nearly the same than in pure PVDF. In 

the case of NiFe2O4 nanocomposites it was impossible to observe the crystalline structure 

except in the sample with the smallest nanoparticles content since the higher particles 
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Nanocomposites with 5 wt.%

proving that these particles are also able to nucleate PVDF.   

Figure 3.2 – Spherulitic structure of the samples crystallized at 155 ºC

of CoFe2O4, (c) 5% of CoFe2O4 and (d) 5

 

3.3.3 Crystallization kinetics

All the crystallization experiments were conducted on a single sample that was not 

removed from the sample holder of the DSC at any time. In this way, after the first 

melting, reproducibility is excellent, for instance the uncertainty in the exothermal peak 

position is smaller than 0.5% while the uncertainty in the crystalline fraction determined 

by integration of the peak was smaller than 1%. Reproducibility in the case of a series of 

different samples was tested by encapsulating 3 samples of the same nanocomposite 

composition and subjecting them to melting and subsequent isothermal crystallization. 

Uncertainty is still smaller than 1

crystalline fraction. This fact is also an indication of the good dispersion of the 

nanoparticles in the nanocomposite.

concentration of the other two turned the samples almost opaque (Figure 3

.% NiFe2O4 show a large number of very small spherulites 

proving that these particles are also able to nucleate PVDF.    

 

 
Spherulitic structure of the samples crystallized at 155 ºC: (a) pure PVDF, (b) 0.1
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Typical DSC thermograms of pure PVDF and the nanocomposites with different ferrite 

content are presented in Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3 – Crystallization thermograms at 145ºC for PVDF/ferrite composites with different 

ferrite concentration: (a) CoFe2O4 and (b) NiFe2O4. 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the complex effect of the presence of nanoparticles on PVDF 

crystallization. In the case of the 145 ºC crystallization isotherms of the nanocomposites 

containing NiFe2O4 nanoparticles (Figure 3.3b) the maximum of the exothermic peak 

shifts towards longer times as nanoparticle content increases. Nevertheless, this 

behaviour is not the same at higher temperatures, where the peak shifts to longer times 

for low particles content but then to shorter times for further filler content increase. For 

instance, at 155 ºC the exothermic peak for the sample containing 50 wt.%. NiFe2O4 

nanoparticles is situated at the same crystallization time than the one observed in pure 

PVDF (results not shown). The crystalline fraction was calculated from the area of the 

exotherms, assuming a value for the melting enthalpy of the 100% crystalline α-PVDF is 

93.07 J/g [35]. The crystalline fraction slightly decreases with increasing crystallization 

temperature. Table 3.1 collects the values corresponding to 145 and 155 ºC. The 

crystalline PVDF fraction in the sample clearly decreases as the NiFe2O4 nanoparticles 

increases. The behaviour of the nanocomposites containing CoFe2O4 particles is quite 

different: the melting enthalpy with the smallest amount of particles increases with 

respect to pure PVDF decreasing for further increasing nanoparticle content to reach 

values slightly below that of pure PVDF for the sample containing 5 wt.% of CoFe2O4. 

 

 

a b 
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Table 3.1 – Evolution of the polymer matrix enthalpy for the PVDF nanocomposites. 

Sample ∆∆∆∆Hm  at 145ºC 

(J/g) 

∆∆∆∆Hm  at 155ºC 

(J/g) 

PVDF 0.58 0.52 

0.1% CoFe2O4 0.67 0.57 

0.5% CoFe2O4 0.56 0.49 

5% CoFe2O4 0.55 0.50 

5% NiFe2O4 0.53 0.48 

30% NiFe2O4 0.48 0.34 

50% NiFe2O4 0.36 0.25 

 

The position of the exothermic crystallization peak of the 0.1 wt.% CoFe2O4 sample at 

145 ºC shifts towards longer times and then monotonously shifts towards shorter times as 

the nanoparticles content increases (Figure 3.3a). As for the NiFe2O4 nanocomposites, 

this behaviour varies with increasing crystallization temperatures. 

The interpretation of the peak shift in isothermal crystallization is not straightforward. 

Further, the correlation between the position of the peak and its broadness makes difficult 

to analyze changes in the shape of the thermogram with nanocomposite composition or 

temperature. In the case of nanocomposites, mass crystallization kinetics depends on 

nucleation, interaction between polymer chains and nanoparticles surfaces, possible 

distortion of spherulite growth due to the presence of particles, co-existence of two 

crystalline phases with possibly different nucleation and crystal growth rates.  

The bell form of the peaks suggests a primary crystallization with no obvious secondary 

crystallization happening at later stages of isothermal crystallization process. 

Additionally, it can be observed that the crystallization isotherms show the typical 

sigmoid shape [17]. 

The crystallization kinetics has been frequently analyzed using Avrami model [20-21]. 

The theoretical background of the model relies on the probability of a given point of the 

polymer mass to be occupies by growing crystals, considered as spheres whose diameters 

growth at a given rate and that start growing with a given time dependence. In this way, 

the theory does not allow accounting for all the subtle details involved in nucleation and 

growth in a multicomponent system like the nanocomposites and thus it is difficult to 

correlate the values of the equation parameters with the nanocomposite structure. 

Nevertheless, it has been shown that it is a very convenient phenomenological equation to 
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describe isothermal crystallization and it will be used in this work to understand the 

complex nanoparticles content dependence of the crystallization thermograms.  The Xt as 

a function of crystallization temperature Tc, can be defined as [20-21] : 
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where �� ���  is the DSC heat flow. The numerator represents the enthalpy at a given time 

� and the denominator is the total exothermal enthalpy. The Avrami equation is stated as:   

)exp(1 n
t KtX −=−  

n in pure polymers has been correlated to the nature of the nucleation and growth 

geometry of the crystals), and K is a rate constant involving both nucleation and growth 

rate parameters [20-21]. Equation 3.3 is applicable only if the nucleation and growth 

conditions do not change during the crystallization [20-21, 36]. 

The Avrami exponent can be easily determined if equation (3.3) is linearized  

 

( )[ ] tnKX t lnln1lnln +=−−  

  

Equation 3.4 shows that n is the slope of the plot of ln[− ln�1 − Х!�] against lnt. Figure 
3.4 shows this representation for PVDF (Figure3.4a) and the nanocomposite containing 

50 wt.% of NiFe2O4 (Figure 3.4b). Interestingly, the temperature dependence of the slope 

of these curves is quite different in both materials: while in PVDF it increases slightly at 

low crystallization temperatures and then stabilizes, in the nanocomposite it clearly 

decreases with temperature after going through a maximum. The values of the Avrami 

index n are shown in Figure 3.4 for each temperature. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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Figure 3.4 – Plots of "# [− "#�$ − %&�] against lnt performed in the (a) CoFe2O4 and (b) 

NiFe2O4 samples crystallized at different temperatures (indicated in the plots) to calculate the 

Avrami exponent from the fitting with equation 3.4.  

 

Nevertheless, linearization of equation 3.3 with the double logarithmic expression of 

equation 3.4 gives different statistical weight to the different parts of the thermogram 

[37]. Non-linear least squares fitting of the measured thermograms were proposed in 

previous papers to determine both K and n in equation 3.3. The heat flow per unit mass, 

taking into account equation 3.2, can be expressed as: 
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where 
cρ  and ρ  are the density of the crystalline phase and the whole sample, 

respectively,  ∞
cφ the maximum volume fraction of the crystalline phase obtained in the 

isothermal crystallization process [17]. 

The substitution of equation 3.3 into equation 3.5 gives an equation that can be compared 

with an experimental thermogram for a pair of parameter values (K, n) and thus K and n 

can be determined using a non-linear least-squares search routine.  

The fitting results generated for the isothermal crystallization are shown in Figure 3.5. It 

can be observed that for the 145 ºC isotherm, the fitting procedure can adjust the 

experimental data with high accuracy. 
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Figure 3.5 – Avrami fitting results for the PVDF samples with: (a) 0.1% CoFe2O4, (b) 5% 

CoFe2O4, (c) 5% NiFe2O4 and (d) 50% NiFe2O4. The dots correspond to the experimental data and 

the lines to the fitting at 145 ºC. 

 

The results of the fitting procedure allow verifying the influence of the nanoparticles in 

the crystallization behaviour of PVDF (Figure 3.6). Figure 3.6 confirms that the 

crystallization kinetics of the pure α-PVDF polymer is quite different from the 

nanocomposite samples. The n parameter for PVDF is quite similar for all experimental 

temperatures higher than 145 ºC and has a value of approximately 3, already observed by 

other authors [17, 36]. The n value shows that the pure PVDF crystallizes in a spherulitic 

growth with athermal nucleation, characterized by the fact that all crystallization nuclei 

are already formed when the crystallization process starts. This fact is confirmed by 

optical microscopy by the fact that the intersections between most of the spherulites are 

straight lines (Figure 3.2).   
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Figure 3.6 – Evolution of the Avrami parameters with the crystallization temperature for: (a) and 

(c) PVDF/CoFe2O4 and (b) and (d) PVDF/NiFe2O4, composites. 

 

On the other hand, the temperature dependence of the Avrami exponent of the 

nanocomposites with low β-phase content is similar to that of pure α-PVDF, while in 

those in which a high fraction β-phase is forming (PVDF with 5 wt.% CoFe2O4 and with 

30 and 50 wt.% NiFe2O4) the index n after going through a maximum around 147.5 ºC, 

clearly decreases with temperature. Changes in the temperature dependence of the kinetic 

constant from low to high β-phase contents in the nanocomposite can also be observed, in 

particular in Figure 3.6d, where the phase transformation is observed for larger 

nanoparticle contents.   

Further, the t1/2, defined as the time at which the extent of crystallization is 50% 

completed, can be obtained by equation 3.6: 
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Reciprocal half-time crystallization (1 �' (�� ) can be considered approximately 

proportional to the crystallization growth rate (G).  
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Figure 3.7 shows the evolution of the �' (�  for the pure polymer and for the 

nanocomposites samples with CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 both as a function of crystallization 

temperature and concentration for several temperatures.  

  

  

Figure 3.7 – Reciprocal half-time of the crystallization as a function of the crystallization 

temperature (above) and nanoparticle concentration for several crystallization temperatures 

(below) for the: PVDF/CoFe2O4 (a and c) and PVDF/NiFe2O4  (b and d) nanocomposites. 

 

From the obtained values of �' (� it seems that the inclusion of the nanoparticles affect the 

overall crystallization rate of the nanocomposites when compared to the crystallization 

rate of the α-PVDF. For the CoFe2O4 nanocomposites with higher amount of 

nanoparticles (F(β) = 87%) the crystallization rate is higher than for the pure PVDF, 

suggesting that the overall crystallization rate of the nanocomposite samples is affected 

by the crystalline phase of the polymeric matrix. Same result is observed for the samples 

with NiFe2O4 nanoparticles. 
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3.4  Discussion 

The presence of CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 nanoparticles induce PVDF crystallization in β-

phase but the fraction of filler nanoparticles needed to produce the same β- to α-phase 

ratio in crystallized PVDF is one order of magnitude higher in the case of NiFe2O4 

particles than in CoFe2O4. This phenomenon was not shown by nanoparticles with other 

chemical structure such as Ag [34] and Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 [38]. Obviously interaction 

between nanoparticles and PVDF chains induce the all trans conformation in PVDF 

segments and this structure then propagates in crystal growth. Thus, induction of 

morphology changes in PVDF crystallization must be some way related to crystal 

nucleation. In this work, in addition to demonstrate by FTIR the progressive change of 

crystalline morphology with the presence of a fraction of these nanoparticles, we looked 

for changes in physical properties related to nucleation kinetics. That nucleation is 

enhanced by the presence of nanoparticles is clear from the polarized light microscopy 

that shows an increasing number of spherulites (and thus of crystallization nuclei) as the 

fraction of nanoparticles increases. It is interesting to observe that as for the ratio of β to 

α-phases, to obtain the same effect, i.e., the same increase in spherulite number, a larger 

fraction of NiFe2O4 particles than of CoFe2O4 ones is required (Figures 3.2c and 3.2d). 

This feature still supports the role of nucleation in β-phase generation. On the other hand 

nucleation plays an important role in the kinetics of mass crystal growth that was 

determined by DSC. In principle, for the same crystal growth rate, mass growth rate 

should increase for increasing nucleation at least in the first period of crystallization when 

spherulites still do not touch each other. But this is not what the DSC results show. It is 

clearly observed in the case of NiFe2O4 particles that in spite of the increase of nucleation 

shown by light microscopy, mass crystallization rates decrease with nanoparticle contents 

as shown in Figure 3.3b. A deeper analysis at the light of the Avrami equation shows that 

an important change in Avrami’s exponent occurs, that at 145ºC goes from around 3 in 

PVDF to 4.5 in the nanocomposites with NiFe2O4 particles, with a simultaneous changes 

in the kinetic constant K. Trying to correlate these dependence of the macroscopic 

parameters of the Avrami equation with microscopic characteristics of nanoparticle-

polymer chain interaction will be few more than speculation because both nucleation 

kinetics and interaction of the growing crystals with the nanoparticles (note the high 

number of particles per unit volume in these nanocomposites) can produce changes in 

kinetic parameters that can have opposite effects of crystal growth rate. Nevertheless, the 
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results show how important is the effect of the presence of nanoparticles. Another 

interesting point is the important decrease of crystalline fraction of PVDF with increasing 

NiFe2O4 nanoparticles content. This means that an important fraction of polymer chains 

are confined in interphases with the filler particle and are impossible to diffuse to 

incorporate to the growing crystals.  All these phenomena appear in the CoFe2O4 

nanocomposites as well but changes both in n and in K are smaller what shows how the 

large amount of NiFe2O4 nanoparticles hinders polymer chain reorganizations. It is to 

notice at this point that the size of the nanoparticles may play an important role in this 

issue, being the average size of the NiFe2O4 particles one half on the size of the CoFe2O4 

particles. These facts are in contrast to other fillers such as silica nanoparticles [27], 

carbon black [31] and vapour grown carbon nanofibers that are reported to increase 

polymer degree of crystallinity [33]. 

 

3.5  Conclusions 

In this investigation has been proven that the presence of Co Fe2O4 and NiFe2O4 

nanoparticles induce PVDF crystallization in β-phase but the fraction of filler 

nanoparticles needed to produce the same β- to α-phase ratio in crystallized PVDF is one 

order of magnitude higher in the case of NiFe2O4 particles than in Co Fe2O4. The 

interaction between nanoparticles and PVDF chains induce the all trans conformation in 

PVDF segments and this structure then propagates in crystal growth. In this way, ME 

composites taking advantage of the piezoelectric response of β-PVDF and the 

magnetostrictive response of the ferrite nanoparticles can be prepared. The nucleation 

kinetics is enhanced by the presence of nanoparticles, as there are an increasing number 

of spherulites with increasing nanoparticle content. A deeper analysis at the light of the 

Avrami equation shows that an important change in the Avrami’s exponent occurs with 

increasing nanoparticle content. Finally, it is observed that an important decrease of  

crystalline fraction of PVDF with increasing nanoparticles content, indicating that an 

important fraction of polymer chains are confined in interphases with the filler particle 

and are impossible to diffuse to incorporate to the growing crystals.   
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4  Correlation between crystallization kinetics and electroactive 

polymer phase nucleation in PVDF/ferrite magnetoelectric 

nanocomposites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) nanocomposites with different ferrite nanoparticle 

loadings are interesting as, depending on ferrite type and content, the electroactive β-

phase of the polymer is nucleated and the magnetoelectric coupling is induced. The 

isothermal crystallization behaviour of PVDF/ferrite nanocomposites is studied using 

Polarized optical microscopy (POM) and the crystallization kinetic is analyzed by the 

Avrami theory in order to understand the crystallization conditions leading to the 

nucleation of the electroactive polymer phase. It is found that the nucleation kinetics is 

enhanced by the presence of ferrite nanoparticles. The crystallization velocity is 

intimately related to the polymer α or β−phase formation in the nanocomposites and 

follows the order: PVDF/NiFe2O4> PVDF/CoFe2O4>PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 for a given 

temperature and nanoparticle loading. 

 

 

This chapter is based on the following publication: Martins, P., et al., Correlation 

between Crystallization Kinetics and Electroactive Polymer Phase Nucleation in 

Ferrite/Poly(vinylidene fluoride) Magnetoelectric Nanocomposites. Journal of Physical 

Chemistry B, 2012. 116(2): p. 794-801. 
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4.1  Introduction 

PVDF and its composites are intensively studied due to their excellent piezoelectric, 

pyroelectric and ferroelectric properties [1-3]. 

These properties combined with high elasticity and easy processability make this material 

interesting for numerous technological applications [4]. 

Also interesting in this polymer is its polymorphism, showing four different crystalline 

forms, named α, β, δ and γ, which appear depending on the processing conditions [5]. 

The α and β phases are the most studied polymorphs. The non-polar α-phase is the most 

common one as it is obtained when the polymer is cooled from the melt at moderated or 

high cooling rates and therefore is the one readily obtained in conventional processing 

polymer methods such as extrusion [6-8].  

The ferroelectric β-phase has a non-zero dipole moment and is widely used in 

technological applications such as sensors, actuators, batteries and membranes due to its 

exceptional electroactive properties among polymer materials [9-11]. β-PVDF is usually 

obtained by stretching α-phase films at stretch ratios from 3 to 5 at controlled temperature 

between 70°C and 100°C [15]. 

β-phase samples can also be obtained by solvent casting methods when the material is 

crystallized at temperatures below 70ºC, but the samples reveal high porosity [7], 

showing therefore poor mechanical and electrical properties and compromising the 

applicability of these materials.  

Consequently, strong efforts are being undertaken to develop easy to process, stable and 

non-porous β-PVDF. Some examples of these approaches are the crystallization under 

high pressure, the use of copolymers such as P(VDF-TrFE) or the incorporation of 

nanoclays into PVDF [16-18].  

A more recent and interesting approach is the nucleation of the electroactive phase of the 

polymer by the incorporation of ferrite nanoparticles into PVDF [19-20]. Ferrite 

nanoparticles are usually used as the magnetostrictive phase in ME composites and are 

interesting both for fundamental studies and technological applications [20-21]. In this 

case, nanoparticles can be used both for inducing the electroactive phase of the polymer, 

when low particle loadings are used, or for the preparation of ME materials, for higher 

nanoparticle contents [20, 22].  In this way, the physical properties of PVDF depend not 

only upon the processing conditions but are also strongly influenced by the presence of 

such nanoparticles. The presence of the nanoparticles can determine the crystallized 
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phase and the resulting polymer microstructure and morphology [23] through variations, 

among other effects,  in the crystallization kinetics [24]. In this way, it also interesting to 

study the influence of the nanoparticles in the crystallization kinetics both in order to 

study the interactions responsible for the variations in the crystallization kinetics and also 

in order to study the origin of the β-phase nucleation.  

The influence of ferrite nanoparticles in the polymer crystallization kinetics has been 

previously addressed by measuring the crystallization kinetics of composites by means of 

isothermal experiments and cooling scans using DSC. It was concluded that the 

nucleation kinetics is enhanced by the presence of nanoparticles, as corroborated by the 

increasing number of spherulites and variations of the Avrami's exponent with increasing 

nanoparticle content [32]. Nevertheless, for further understand the nucleation effect,  the 

variations in the crystallization kinetics is investigated in the present work by polarized 

optical microscopy in three different ferrites, CoFe2O4, NiFe2O4 and Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4, with 

different electroactive phase nucleation ability and analyzing spherulite and 

microstructure evolution over ferrite type, concentration and crystallization temperature.   

The different ferrites were chosen as, together with being all suitable for the development 

of ME materials, all of them have the ability to fully nucleate the β-phase of PVDF but 

with different concentration dependence, allowing therefore a complete study, 

understanding and control of the relation between the PVDF β-phase nucleation process 

and the polymer crystallization kinetics. 

 

4.1.1 Crystallization kinetics 

The isothermal crystallization kinetics of polymers is commonly analyzed within the 

Avrami theory, as represented by equation 4.1 [33-34]: 

)Ktexp(X1 n
t −=−  

n depends on the nature of the nucleation and growth geometry of the crystals, K is a rate 

constant involving both nucleation and growth rate parameters and t is the crystallization 

time. Equation 4.1 can be applied just when the nucleation and growth conditions do not 

change during the crystallization [32-33]. 

From images like the ones presented in Figure 4.1, obtained by POM at regular time 

intervals during the crystallization process the time, t,  evolution of the fraction (Xt) of the 

(4.1) 
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material that crystallizes can be calculated from the evolution of the crystallized area as a 

function of time (∂A/∂t):  
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where the numerator represents the crystallized area at a given time and the denominator 

is the total area of the fully crystallized material [35]. 

The crystallization half-time, t1/2, defined as the time at which the extent of crystallization 

is 50%, can be obtained from equation 4.3 [32]: 
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Finally, the activation energy of the crystallization process is obtained by applying the 

Arrhenius equation to the overall crystallization rate constant K, containing contributions 

from both nucleation and growth rate [35]: 
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where A is the pre-exponential factor, Eact is the activation energy of the crystallization 

process and R the ideal gas constant (R = 8.31 J mol−1 K−1) [36-37]. 

 

4.2  Experimental 

CoFe2O4, NiFe2O4 and Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 nanoparticles were purchased from Nanoamor, 

having dimensions between 35-55, 20-30 and 10-30 nm, respectively [38]. DMF (pure 

grade) was obtained from Fluka and PVDF (Solef 1010) powder was supplied by Solvay. 

All the chemicals and nanoparticles were used as received from the suppliers. For the 

preparation of the films, the initial concentration of the solution was 0.2 g of PVDF for 

1ml of DMF. Then, the MF nanocomposites were prepared by adding the desired amount 

of nanoparticles to 12 ml of DMF and placing them in ultrasound bath during 6 h, to 

ensure that nanoparticles were well dispersed in the solution and to avoid aggregates. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 
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Then PVDF was added. The wt.% of the ferrite nanoparticles was varied from 0.001% to 

50% corresponding to ϕ between 3x10-6 and 0.25. 

The mixture was then placed in a Teflon mechanical stirrer for complete dissolution of 

the polymer and flexible films of ~50 µm were obtained by spreading the solution on a 

clean glass substrate. Solvent evaporation and polymer melting were obtained inside an 

oven at a controlled temperature of 210 ºC for 10 min. After this process, samples were 

crystallized by cooling down to room temperature.  

Images of spherulitic growth during the crystallization of the PVDF nanocomposites were 

obtained by an OMPL (Leica DM 2500M) provided with a Leica DFC-295 camera. The 

hot plate used was a Linkam LTS350. Samples with different wt.% and ferrite type were 

measured during isothermal crystallization at 150, 155 and 160 ºC until complete 

crystallization to study the influence of temperature, ferrite type and ferrite concentration 

in the spherulitic growth. 

 

4.3  Results 

Figure 4.1 shows the nanocomposite microstructure after 5200s crystallization time 

obtained for samples of PVDF/CoFe2O4 with 0.01 wt.% of nanoparticles crystallized at 

different temperatures. 

Figure 4.1 – Reciprocal Images of spherulitic growth for the PVDF/CoFe2O4 composite with 

0.01 wt.% ferrite  with 5200s crystallization time at: (a) 150 ◦C, (b) 155 ◦C and (c) 160 ◦C. 

 

The sample crystallized at 150 ◦C shows the finest microstructure due to the faster 

crystallization. With increasing crystallization temperature the crystallization rate slows 

down and the diameter of the spherulites increases [35]. The same behaviour was found 

in the other PVDF/ferrite nanocomposites under investigation (images not shown). 

The effect of ferrite concentration in the spherulite microstructure for a given filler 

concentration is shown in  Figure 4.2 after 5200s crystallization time for semicrystalline 

500µm 500µm 500µm 
a b c 
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α-PVDF (Figure 4.2a) and  PVDF/CoFe2O4 composites with cobalt ferrite loadings of 

0.01 wt.% and 1 wt.%, respectively (Figure 4.2b and 4.2c) crystallized at 150 ◦C. 

 

Figure 4.2 – Images of spherulitic growth for the PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites ferrite with 

5200s crystallization time at 150 ◦C with CoFe2O4 wt.%: (a) 0, (b) 0.01 and (c) 1. 

The spherulites of PVDF present in all cases a compact and well-defined microstructure 

with the Maltese-cross texture typical for PVDF [32, 35]. The addition of even the 

smallest amount of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles increases the number of the spherulites, 

with the spherulite size decreasing strongly with increasing ferrite concentration for a 

given crystallization time and temperature (Figures 4.2b and 4.2c). These facts clearly 

indicate that the nanoparticles effectively act as nucleation agents. With further 

increasing CoFe2O4 nanoparticle content the number of nucleation points grows so much 

that spherulites cannot be formed. In fact, the sample containing 1 wt.% of CoFe2O4 

(Figure 4.2c) shows almost no definite texture to be observed by polarized light 

microscopy. Higher particle concentrations turned the samples almost opaque. The results 

shown in Figure 4.2 are representative of all three ferrite nanocomposites (not shown). 

The spherulitic microstructure of the different nanocomposites (PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4, 

PVDF/NiFe2O4 and PVDF/CoFe2O4) with 0.01 wt.% nanoparticle content crystallized at 

160 ◦C after 5200s crystallization time is represented in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3 – Images of spherulitic growth for the PVDF/ferrite (0.01 wt.%) samples crystallized 

at 160 ◦C with 5200s crystallization time: (a) Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4, (b) NiFe2O4 and (c) CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles. 

 

The microstructure obtained at 160 ºC for the nanocomposite samples indicates that the 

PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposite (Figure 4.3b) shows a higher crystallization rate than the 

PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites (Figures 4.3a and 4.3c) once 

that the final microstructure is already achieved to the PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposite at 

that crystallization time, contrary to what happens with PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites. 

As the crystallization rate increases, the PVDF chains change from the β to the α 

conformation [39-40], behaviour which is in agreement to previous studies [20, 32]. This 

fact suggests that the crystallization rate in the MF samples and consequently the α-phase 

nucleation ability follows the following order: PVDF/NiFe2O4> PVDF/CoFe2O4 > 

PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. 

The nucleation ability of the nanoparticles can be quantitatively estimated by the 

variation of the number of nucleus over time in the samples. This calculation was 

performed for the composites with 0.01 wt.% of ferrite nanoparticles for the three 

temperatures used in this study (Figure 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4 – Number of nucleus over time to PVDF /ferrite (0.01 wt.%) samples crystallized at  

(a) 150 ◦C, (b) 155 ◦C and (c) 160 ◦C. 

 

It is observed that the addition of low nanoparticle contents abruptly increases the number 

of nucleus comparatively to pure α-PVDF. Further, the nucleation ability is higher in the 

Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles with respect to NiFe2O4 ferrite nanoparticles, 

as corroborated by the larger number of nucleus in the PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites. Finally, the increase in the crystallization temperature 
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has as a consequence the diminution in the number of nucleus generated, as observed in 

Figure 4.4.  

4.4  Discussion 

The crystallization kinetics was studied by analyzing the variation of the radius of the 

spherulites over time (Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.5 – Spherulitic growth to the different nanocomposites with crystallization 

temperatures: (a) 150ºC, (b) 155ºC and (c) 160ºC. 
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The data was evaluated during the time in which the spherulites growth independently, 

with no influence of the neighbouring growing spherulites. 

For the lowest temperatures, the polymer crystallizes faster, giving rise to the smallest 

spherulites (Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.5). For higher temperatures, the crystallization process 

is slower and the diameter of the spherulites is larger [35]. 

The addition of NiFe2O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles induces the formation of larger 

spherulites for a given ferrite concentration and crystallization time as compared to the 

incorporation of  Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 nanoparticles in the polymer. This result is related to the 

higher number of nucleus found in the PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and PVDF/CoFe2O4 

nanocomposites. Keeping all other parameters unchanged, higher number of nucleus 

implies smaller spherulites [41]. 
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Plots of the relative crystallinity as a function of time (equation 4.2) are represented in the 

Figure 4.6 for different ferrite types, concentrations and crystallization temperatures.  
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Figure 4.6 – Crystallization isotherms of the PVDF/ferrite nanocomposites for the different 

crystallization temperatures with: (a) α-PVDF, (b) PVDF/CoFe2O4 (0.01wt.%), (c) 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 (0.5wt.%),  (d) PVDF/CoFe2O4 (1wt.%),  (e) PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 (0.01wt.%) 

and (f) PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 (0.01wt.%). 
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All plots show the typical sigmoidal shape of the isothermal polymer crystallization [35]. 

Furthermore, the initial slope decreases with increasing crystallization temperature, 

indicating a progressively slower crystallization rate [32]. 

The initial slope is the highest for the NiFe2O4 nanocomposites and the lowest for the 

Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 samples. This fact confirms that the crystallization rate in the MF samples 

follows the following order: PVDF/NiFe2O4 > PVDF/CoFe2O4 > PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. 
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After calculation of the relative crystallinity, Figure 4.7 displays the Avrami plots and 

respective fittings obtained from equation 4.5 for the nanocomposites at three different 

crystallization temperatures. 
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Figure 4.7 – Evolution of the crystallization rate at different temperature of the nanocomposite 

spherulites with: (a) Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4, (b) NiFe2O4 and (c) CoFe2O4 nanoparticles. 
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The plot of  

( )[ ]                                                                                           lnln1lnln tnKX t +=−−

 

obtained by linearization of equation 4.1 produces a straight line with intercept and slope 

given by ln K and n, respectively. Typically, the Avrami equation represents correctly 

only the initial steps of polymer crystallization, characterized by a linear regime. 

In the present case, the linear behaviour observed indicates that the Avrami equation 

properly describes the isothermal crystallization behaviour of the composite samples. All 

fittings show a linear fit with R2 > 0.99. 

Figure 4.8a shows the dependence of the Avrami exponent on crystallization temperature. 

In pure PVDF, a value of n close to 3 is obtained, which indicates that nucleation is 

heterogeneous and the growth of spherulites is tridimensional [42]. 
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Figure 4.8 – (a) Evolution of the Avrami exponent with the crystallization temperature to 

PVDF/ferrite (0.01 wt.%); (b) Half-time of the crystallization as a function of the crystallization 

temperature. 

 

With the addition of ferrite nanoparticles, at low crystallization temperatures n decreases 

by ~1, implying that the nucleation and growth of PVDF becomes two-dimensional [42]. 

The temperature dependence of the Avrami exponent in the same type of nanocomposites 

with higher loadings of ferrite nanoparticles has been recently reported, being 

approximately equal to that obtained for the α-PVDF sample [32]. 

Figure 4.8b shows the evolution of the induction time, defined as the period needed to 

form a critical nucleus during which no crystallinity is observed [43], for the pure 

polymer and for the ferrite nanocomposite samples as a function of the crystallization 

(4.5) 

b 
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temperature. A decrease in the induction time is observed with increasing ferrite wt.%, 

being this decrease more significant for the higher crystallization temperatures. The 

decrease of the induction time is associated to the nucleation rate, which is controlled by 

the availability and the concentration of the heterogeneous nuclei. As a result, ferrite 

nanoparticles in the polymeric matrix serve as heterogeneous nucleating sites and are 

more effective at higher temperatures due to the slower crystallization [44]. 

The decrease in the induction time with respect to the polymer matrix follows the order 

PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 > PVDF/CoFe2O4 > PVDF/NiFe2O4.  

For a pure polymer melt, the nucleation step involves the folding of polymer chains and 

the formation of solid surfaces that become the nuclei for crystallization [45]; the energy 

barrier for this process is usually very high. The existence of a foreign solid surface such 

as ferrite nanoparticles in the melt, as observed, anticipates the nucleation step [45]. 

The t1/2 evolution with the crystallization temperature, calculated by equation 4.3, for the 

samples with 0.01% of ferrite content is represented in Figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.9 – t1/2 vs crystallization temperature to PVDF/ferrite (0.01 wt.%) nanocomposites. 

 

As expected, the crystallization half-time increases with increasing crystallization 

temperature. 
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Table 4.1 summarizes the crystallization parameters for the isothermal crystallization of 

PVDF and nanocomposites obtained from the fittings with Equation 4.1 and 4.5. 

Table 4.1 – Avrami parameters obtained from the fittings with equation 4.1 and equation 4.5, 

describing the crystallization kinetic of PVDF nanocomposites upon isothermal crystallization 

from the melt. 

Nanocomposite 
Temperature 

[ºC] 

n 

 

K 

[min] 

t ½ 

[min] 

Eact 

[kJ mol-1] 

0.01% 

CoFe2O4 

150 1.7 0.48 1.24 

1.309 155 2.7 0.001 11.28 

160 3.2 8.87E-07 58 

0.01% 

NiZnFe2O4 

150 2 0.08 2.9 

1.392 155 2.5 2.44E-04 24 

160 2.7 8.60E-06 66 

0.01% NiFe2O4 

150 2.4 0.22 1.6 

1.473 155 3.1 9.76E-04 8.3 

160 2.8 1.38E-05 48 

0.5% CoFe2O4 

150 3.5 0.03 2.5 

1.509 155 3.98 3.10E-05 12 

160 3.1 1.50E-06 67 

1% CoFe2O4 

150 2.93 0.49 1.12 

1.838 155 2.95 4.04E-03 5.72 

160 3.3 2.76E-06 43 

α-PVDF 

150 2.46 0.046 3 

1.389 155 2.36 8.81E-04 17 

160 2.6 4.96E-06 95 
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Although the incorporation of ferrite nanoparticles can induce heterogeneous nucleation 

and accelerate the isothermal crystallization of PVDF nanocomposites, nanoparticles may 

also restrict the movement of polymer chains, thereby making crystallization more 

difficult. The values of the crystallization activation energy are the combined results of 

the above two competing effects of nucleation and restriction [46]. The obtained value for 

the α-PVDF activation energy is in the same order of previous investigations [47-48]. 

Fine dispersion in the nanocomposite with 0.01 wt.%  of CoFe2O4 was achieved and the 

nucleating effect of nanoparticles was most significant, thus its crystallization activation 

energy was the lowest. The increasing crystallization activation energy with increasing 

ferrite content results from the restriction of polymer chain movements caused by high 

ferrite loading [46]. 

In this way, additionally to previous investigations [32], the crystallization behaviour of 

the composite samples presented in this study and the obtained Avrami parameters show 

the higher nucleation ability and the lower crystallization velocity of the Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 

and CoFe2O4 nanocomposites with respect to NiFe2O4 nanocomposites. This is in 

agreement with the PVDF β-phase nucleation ability of those three ferrites [20]. 

 

4.5  Conclusion 

The isothermal crystallization behaviour from the melt and the growth kinetics of neat 

PVDF and ferrite nanocomposites were studied by POM. 

The results indicated that the addition of ferrite nanoparticles leads to an increase of the 

nucleation kinetics of PVDF, which is ascribed to the nucleating effect of ferrite 

nanoparticles. The incorporation of ferrite nanoparticles increases the number of 

spherulites and thus decreases significantly the spherulite size of PVDF.  The nucleation 

ability is higher for the Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles with respect to 

NiFe2O4 nanoparticles and the crystallization rate in the MF samples was found to follow 

the following order: PVDF/NiFe2O4> PVDF/CoFe2O4 > PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. Higher 

activation energies of the nanocomposites with respect to the one of neat PVDF can be 

attributed to the movement restriction of polymer chains caused by the presence of ferrite 

nanoparticles. In this way, the crystallization behaviour of the composite samples 

presented in this study and the obtained Avrami show the higher nucleation ability and 

the lower crystallization velocity of the Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and CoFe2O4 nanocomposites 
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with respect to NiFe2O4 nanocomposites, which in turns results in a larger ability for the 

nucleation of the PVDF β-phase of those ferrites fillers. 
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5.1 Introduction 

PVDF is a semi-crystalline polymer which shows five crystalline forms namely α, β, γ, 

δ, and ε and is commonly crystallized in non-polar crystalline α-phase [1-2]. 

During the last decades it has found increasing applications in the areas of sensors, 

actuators, batteries, filters, chemical warfare protection and, more recently, in the 

biomedical field [3-6]. 

Most of the applications of the material take advantage of the properties of the polar β-

phase that shows an all trans conformation comprising fluorine and hydrogen atoms on 

opposite sides of the polymer backbone, resulting in a net non-zero dipole moment. This 

molecular conformation confers to the polymer its high dielectric constant, large 

piezoelectric coefficients, pyroelectric and ferroelectric properties [7].  

In this way, obtaining the β-phase is of primary importance for improving the 

technological applications of this material and, for this reason, increasing β-phase 

content of the polymer has always been of great concern [8]. 

Melt processing of the polymer results in the α-phase and traditionally the β-phase is 

obtained by stretching the α-phase films prepared by melt crystallization [5, 7, 9]. Such 

a mechanical stretching process is not suitable for the preparation of thin films directly 

on substrates or nanocomposites [10], which is required for micro technology 

applications. 

In a different approach, the β-phase can be directly prepared by solution evaporation 

from an appropriate solvent (e.g. from dimethylformamide) below 70 °C, which 

facilitates film deposition directly on a desired substrate. On the other hand, the material 

obtained in this way shows a high porosity leading to an opaque appearance and a 

decrease of the electrical and mechanical properties [11].  

At a solvent evaporation temperature above 110 °C the porous structure can be avoided 

[8], but the nonpolar α-phase becomes the predominant crystalline structure. 

Some methods have been proposed for nucleating the electroactive β-phase at 

evaporation temperatures above 110 °C, such as the use of BaTiO3 ceramic filler [12], 

blending clay [13-15], hydrated ionic salt [16], PMMA [17], TiO2 [8] or ferrite 

nanoparticles [18] with PVDF. 

Previous studies have shown that adding these type of nanofillers into the polymer 

matrix also leads to significant modification of the breakdown field, charge transport, 

and charge distribution of the dielectric materials due to the interfacial effects [19-20].  
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In a previous work [12] it was reported that the electroactive β-phase of PVDF is 

nucleated by the presence of the BaTiO3 ceramic filler, being this effect strongly 

dependent on filler size and almost independent on filler content. The nucleation of the 

ferroelectric phase should be strongly influenced both by geometrical factors due to the 

nanosize of the fillers and, in particular, by the interactions in the interface between the 

local electric field and PVDF dipoles. These local field-dipole interactions can have 

different nature such as ion-dipole and dipole-dipole, among others, being different for 

the different nanofillers [21]. 

In this way, understanding interfaces in nanocomposites is an important issue for the 

design of nanocomposite materials with tailored properties [22-23]. Double-layer or 

three-layer interface models have been proposed to understand the interfaces in the 

nanocomposites [24-25], nevertheless, there is a need to understand the specific nature 

of the interfaces and its role in the nucleation of the polar β-PVDF, as both size effects 

but, in particular, dipolar interactions can play an important role. Further, this issue 

gains special relevance when the material is doped with ferrite nanoparticles as, together 

to the nucleation of the electroactive phase, a ME effect is also present in the composite, 

leading to strong potential applications [26]. 

It has been reported that ferrite nanoparticles affected the nucleation kinetics, as 

corroborated by the increasing number of spherulites with increasing nanoparticle 

content and by the variations of the Avrami's exponent. Further, the observed decrease 

of the crystalline fraction of PVDF with increasing nanoparticle content indicates that 

an important fraction of polymer chains are confined in interphases with the filler 

particle [27]. 

In this paper, CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 nanoparticles were incorporated into the PVDF 

matrix and the interface properties and their effect in the nucleation of the β-phase of 

the polymer has been addressed.  

 

5.2  Experimental 

5.2.1 Preparation of the nanocomposites 

CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 nanoparticles were purchased from Nanoamor. The ferrite 

dimensions are between 35-55 and 20-30 nm for CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4, respectively.  

DMF (pure grade) was supplied by Fluka and PVDF (Solef 1010) was supplied by 

Solvay. All the chemicals and nanoparticles were used as received from the suppliers. 
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For composite preparation, the initial concentration of solution was 0.2 g of PVDF for 

1 ml of DMF. The desired amounts of nanoparticles were then mixed with ultrasound in 

DMF for 6 h. After that, PVDF powder was added to the mixture and placed in a Teflon 

mechanical stirrer with ultrasound during 1h for complete dissolution of the polymer. 

After the nanoparticles were dispersed in the polymer solution, flexible films were 

obtained by spreading the solution on a clean glass substrate. 

Solvent evaporation was performed inside the oven for 10 min at 210 ºC to ensure the 

complete melting of the nanocomposite and solvent evaporation. Crystallization was 

then achieved by cooling down to room temperature.  

In order to modify the nanoparticle surface interaction, some nanoparticles were added 

to the polymer after a surfactation process. Surfactation was achieved by mixing 2 g of 

nanoparticles with 65 ml of an aqueous solution of citric acid (0,02g/ml). Then the pH 

value of the mixture during the adsorption step was adjusted to 5.2 with concentrated 

ammonia and rigorously stirred during 2 h. After that, the mixture was allowed to cool 

down to room temperature. The nanoparticles were then suspended merely by rising up 

the pH value of the mixture to 10. The suspension was then vacuum-filtered and washed 

with water to remove any agglomerated particles. Finally, the surfactated nanoparticles 

were vacuum-filtered and washed with DMF. 

 

5.2.2 Characterization of the nanocomposites 

FTIR spectra of the films were recorded on a PERKIN-ELMER SPECTRUM 100 in 

ATR mode from 650 to 1150 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1. 32 scans were performed 

to each sample. FTIR was used to identify and quantify phase content in PVDF. 

The polymer/nanoparticle interface was investigated by Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) imaging using a JEOL JEM-1210 electron microscope operating at 

200 keV. The samples were embedded in an epoxy resin and cut into thin films of about 

100 nm using a Leica Ultracut UCT Ultramicrotome. 

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) was carried out under nitrogen atmosphere supplied 

at a constant 50 mL min−1 flow rate using a Pyris 1 TGA – Perkin-Elmer device. The 

sample holders were ceramic crucibles with a capacity of 60 µL. The samples were 

subjected to a heating rate of 10 ± 0.2ºC.min−1 between 50 and 850 ºC in order to 

evaluate the influence of the nanoparticles in the degradation of the polymer. 

Zeta potential measurements were used to determine the surface charge of the 
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nanoparticles and were performed with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern instruments) 

provided with a He/Ne laser of 633 nm wavelength. 

 

5.3  Results and Discussion 

FTIR has been proved to be suitable to identify and quantify phase content in PVDF. In 

particular specific bands such as 766 and 840 cm−1 have been identified to correspond to 

the α- and β-phase respectively [28-29]. These specific bands have been used for 

identification and quantification of the phases in the present work [18]. 

Assuming that the infrared absorption follows the Lambert-Beer law, for a system 

containing α and β-phases the relative β-phase fraction, F(β), can be determined using 

equation 5.1:    

 ��� = ������� = ��

�
���� ���

�
�������

   

where )*=7.7×104 cm2/mol and  )+ =6.1×104 cm2/mol [1, 6, 11, 18].  

For the nanocomposite samples, typical spectra and the variation of the relative fraction 

of the β-phase with increasing amount of ferrite fillers are presented in Figure 5.1. The 

β-phase evolution with ferrite concentration was also confirmed by XRD measurements 

(not shown). 

  

Figure 5.1 – (a) Evolution of the β-phase content with increasing filler concentration for the 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 and PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposite samples calculated from the infrared 

spectra (b) for the nanocomposites with 5 wt.% filler content. “S” represents the samples 

prepared with surfactated nanoparticles. 
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For cobalt ferrite samples, even at small amount of nanoparticles induce the 

crystallization of the polymer matrix in the β-phase. On the other hand, to obtain the 

highest amount of β-phase in the Ni ferrite nanocomposites, it is necessary to add as 

much as 50 wt.% NiFe2O4 nanoparticles.  

In this way, it is demonstrated that specific interactions near the PVDF/ferrite interfaces 

can effectively induce the nucleation of the polar (ferroelectric) phase of PVDF. 

However, at locations far away from these polar interfaces, non-polar α-phase grows, as 

expected for the processing conditions without nanoparticles, leading to the co-

existence of both phases within the composites. In this way, the induced amount of 

ferroelectric phase depends on the ferrite content, and, as demonstrated in Figure 5.1a, 

on the ferrite type. 

Figure 5.1a also reveals the critical role of the surface interactions and not just the size 

effects: not only the different ferrites nucleate different amounts of electroactive phase 

for the same concentration, but also the surface modification of the nanoparticle through 

the surfactation procedure has as a consequence the loss of the β-phase nucleation 

ability, indicating that this process suppresses the surface interaction responsible for the 

nucleation of the β-phase of the polymer. 

A specific study on the nanoparticle surface and interphase characteristics responsible 

for the nucleation of the polar phase of the polymer was performed in composites with 

ferrite wt.% of 5% (ϕ=2%), since this is the concentration with the most significant 

difference on the relative fraction of the β-phase nucleated by CoFe2O4 nanoparticles, 

CoFe2O4 surfactated nanoparticles and NiFe2O4 nanoparticles. The FTIR spectra of 

those specific samples are represented in Figure 5.1b. 

The nanoparticle/polymer interface as observed by TEM in the three PVDF/ferrite 

(95/5 wt.%) composites is represented in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 – TEM images of PVDF/ferrite (95/5 wt.%) nanocomposites with: (a) CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles; (b) CoFe2O4 surfactated nanoparticles and (c) NiFe2O4 nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 5.2 reveals a substantial difference between all composites: whereas there is a 

distinguished interface between the ferrite nanoparticle and the polymer for the 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites (a), that interface is not observed in the 

PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposites (c). In the case of surfactated nanoparticles, this 

interface is also not observed (b). This result is consistent with the results presented in 

Figure 5.1 since the nucleation of the electroactive β-phase in PVDF/NiFe2O4 

nanocomposites starts from the 5 wt.% and does not occur for the surfactated 

nanoparticles. 
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Further insight about the existence of the polymer interface was obtained by studying 

the thermal stability of the nanocomposites by TGA (Figure 5.3). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 – TGA plots of PVDF/ferrite (95/5 wt.%) nanocomposites with: (a) CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles; (b) CoFe2O4 surfactated nanoparticles and (c) NiFe2O4 nanoparticles. (d) 

Evolution of TGA plots of PVDF/NiFe2O4 with increasing ferrite concentration. 

 

Figure 5.3 shows that the samples that do not show the polymer/particle interface show 

identical TGA spectra with a single degradation step (Figure 5.3 b and 5.3 c) at 420 °C. 

On the other hand, non surfactated PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites (Figure 5.3a) 

exhibits two-step degradation: the first one occurs at 420 °C, and the second one occurs 

at 540 °C, as better observed by the derivative of the TGA curves (black arrow) 

(Figure 5.3 a-c).  

The restrained state of PVDF chains due to the interaction between the chains and the 

nanoparticle surface is an important factor to induce the observed additional step in the 

thermal behaviour of the nanocomposites [30], providing larger thermal stability to the 

polymer chains closer to the ferrite surface [31].  
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It is to notice that with increasing ferrite concentration the peak area corresponding to 

the second degradation step at 540º, which should be proportional to the interface 

volume, follows the same behaviour than the evolution of the β-phase content 

represented in Figure 5.1: it does not appear for the composites with surfactated 

nanoparticles, it increases abruptly in the PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites and increases 

progressively in the PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposites (Figure 5.3d). This suggest a close 

relation between the nucleation of the β-phase, the existence of an interface and the 

change in the degradation temperature of the surrounding polymer molecules due to the 

strong polymer/ferrite interaction [32].   

Once the existence of the polymer/ferrite interface is proven to exist in the 

nanocomposites nucleated in the electroactive phase of the polymer by TEM and TGA, 

it is necessary to study the origin of this interaction. Previous studies propose the 

existence of strong electrostatic between the negative charged nanofillers surface and 

the positive density of change of the CH2 on the PVDF chains [21, 32-34]. 

Zeta potential analysis was used to evaluate the electrostatic charge on the surface of 

ferrite nanoparticles [35] and correlate it with the β-phase nucleation. 

 

  

 

Figure 5.4 – Zeta potential and size distribution of the different ferrite nanoparticles (a) 

CoFe2O4 nanoparticles; (b) CoFe2O4 surfactated nanoparticles and (c) NiFe2O4 nanoparticles. 

 

The obtained results for the three different particles are represented in Figure 5.4 and 

Table 5.1. The inset on Figure 5.4 shows the experimental size of nanoparticles 

determined by DLS. 
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Table 5.1 – Zeta potential, density and size values of the different nanoparticles. 

Ferrite 
Zeta potential 

 (mV) 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

Size* 

(nm) 

Experimental size 

(nm) 

CoFe2O4 -22±5 5.3 35-55 30-70 

CoFe2O4 surfactated +9±4 5.3 35-55 30-70 

NiFe2O4 -15±5 5.4 20-30 20-60 

*provided by Nanoamor 

 

Since the surface charge depends strongly on the pH of the suspension, the Zeta 

potential of the nanoparticles was determined at the same pH of the PVDF/ferrite 

mixture (pH≈6) used during sample preparation. As observed in Figure 5.4 and 

Table 5.1 ferrite nanoparticles show negative Z-potentials, whereas the surfactated 

nanoparticles change the Z-potential to positive values. In this way, the nucleation of 

the electroactive β-phase occurs in the surface of the negative charged nanoparticles 

(note that the nucleation in PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposites also occurs for low 

concentrations, only that this nucleation is less efficient than for the PVDF/CoFe2O4 for 

the 5 wt.% filler content (Figure 5.1a). 

The positive CH2 charge density of the PVDF chains suffer in this way strong 

interactions with the negatively charged surface ferrites that lead the polymer chains to 

align on the surface of the nanoparticle (Figure 5.5) in the extended TTTT conformation 

and therefore resulting in the β- phase [33, 36]. 
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Figure 5.5 – Schematic representation of the interaction between CoFe2O4 nanoparticles and 

PVDF chains in the nanocomposite: the partially positive C–H bonds of the polymer are 

attracted by the negatively charged ferrite surface due to the static electric force. This leads to 

the all-trans conformation of the polymer phase. 

 

The surfactation process, on the other hand, promotes the change in the electric charge 

of the surface of the nanoparticle from negative to positive and in this way the 

interaction with the positive CH2 charge density on the PVDF chains essential to the 

nucleation of the electroactive β-phase is repulsive. 

Finally, by comparing both used ferrites, it is observed that whereas the highest amount 

of β-phase (≈90%) is obtained for 5 wt.% for the CoFe2O4 ferrites (ϕ=2%), 50% is 

necessary for the NiFe2O4 nanoparticles (ϕ=25%). The origin of this effect has to be 

found in the differences obtained in the Zeta potential, density and size values of both 

ferrites (Table 5.1), as they are at the ground of the described interactions.  Since the 

surface of the CoFe2O4 nanoparticles is more negatively charged than the NiFe2O4 ones, 

the electrostatic interactions will be stronger in the PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites 

[37]. This will lead to a larger interaction volume and a larger nucleation effect all along 

the sample. In this way, the different size is a minor factor in the determination of the 

phase nucleation, as smaller particles show a larger interfacial interaction area and 

should therefore promote larger nucleation efficiencies. This is not the case for the sizes 

under consideration, and therefore, the interaction strength fully accounts for the 

observed effects: as the interaction strength is lower for Ni-ferrites, they have to be 
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closer in order to be able to nucleate all the polymer phase. 

 

5.4  Conclusions 

The crystal polymorphism of PVDF/ferrite nanocomposites prepared by solvent casting 

and melt crystallization method has been investigated. 

Crystallization of the β-phase of PVDF was observed for CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 ferrite 

nanofillers, although the β-phase content increases with increasing ferrite concentration 

in a different way: composites with more that 90% of electroactive β-phase are obtained 

for 5 wt.% of CoFe2O4, whereas 50 wt.% of NiFe2O4 is needed to obtain similar 

polymer phase contents in the composites. Further, the ability of the nanoparticles to 

nucleate the electroactive β-phase of the polymer is lost by the surface modifications of 

the nanoparticles through a surfactation process. 

The nucleation is attributed to the negative electrostatic charge of the ferrites 

nanoparticles at the working pH and the positive charge density of the CH2 groups. The 

strong interaction between the partially positive CH2 bonds of the PVDF chains and the 

negatively charged ferrites surface induces the polymer chains to align on the surface of 

the nanoparticles in a extended TTTT conformation and results in formation of the β- 

PVDF crystallographic phase. The different nucleation efficiency in both nanoparticles 

is fully ascribed to the interaction strength, which is larger for the CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles. 
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6.1  Introduction 

Advanced polymers have found distinct applications in diversified areas such as 

packing, tissue engineering, drug delivery, energy harvesting, storage, sensors and 

actuation, among others [1-5]. One of the most interesting and used polymer in the 

sensor and actuator areas is PVDF, which is a semi-crystalline polymer that shows five 

crystalline forms namely α, β, γ, δ, and ε [6-9]. The common use of polymer fillers is to 

improve their stiffness and toughness, to enhance their barrier properties or to develop 

fire and ignition resistance, among others [10-11]. Addition of fillers sometimes induces 

drawbacks to the resulting composites such as brittleness or opacity [10]. In the case of 

PVDF, the addition of nanofillers is often performed aiming the nucleation of the 

electroactive β-phase of the polymer [12]. The electroactive phase of the polymer is 

usually achieved either by mechanical stretching from the α-phase [13], a method non 

compatible with micro fabrication, or by low temperature solvent evaporation, which 

results in PVDF samples with higher degree of porosity, opaque  and fragile [14]. The 

interest of obtaining the electroactive phase of the polymer stems from the fact that β-

phase is piezoelectric allowing possible applications in the areas of sensors, actuators, 

batteries, filters, chemical warfare protection, ME and, more recently, in the biomedical 

field [15-21].  

The direct nucleation of the electroactive phase of the polymer will allow to save 

processing steps when the material is obtained by extrusion technologies and to allow 

micro technology compatible processes by direct deposition of the polymer in the 

electroactive phase in the desired size and shape. 

A variety of methods have been reported to obtain the electroactive β-phase, including 

the use of BaTiO3 [22], clay [23-25], hydrated ionic salt [26], PMMA [27], TiO2 [28] or 

ferrite nanoparticles [29]. The presence of such type of nanofillers in the polymer matrix 

leads to significant modifications of the breakdown field, charge transport, and charge 

distribution of the dielectric materials due to the interfacial effects [30-31].  

It has been shown that the presence of BaTiO3 ceramic nucleates the β-PVDF phase, 

being this effect strongly dependent on filler size and almost independent on filler 

content. In this way, the nucleation of the ferroelectric phase should be strongly 

influenced by the geometry of the fillers through the interface interactions between the 

local electric field of the filler and PVDF dipoles [32]. These local field-dipole 
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interactions can have different nature such as ion-dipole and dipole-dipole , among 

others [33]. 

In this way, understanding interfaces in nanocomposites is an important issue for the 

design of nanocomposite materials with tailored properties [34-35]. 

Although the literature already suggested that the key factor to the PVDF β-phase 

nucleation is the electric interaction between the bonds of the PVDF chains and the 

electric charged surface of nanofillers [33, 36], only recently the effect of the 

nanoparticle surface charge on the β-phase nucleation mechanism has been studied [32]. 

In a previous study, different nanoparticles were used to introduce different surface 

charges into the polymeric matrix, so the nucleation could be affected by two distinct 

factors: i) the charge and ii) the type of nanoparticle. To definitively set light on the 

relevance of the key factor influencing the nucleation of the electroactive phase of this 

important polymer, the aim of the present work was to change the surface charge of the 

same type of nanoparticles by a surfactation process and evaluate the effect on the β-

phase nucleation, allowing in this way a direct correlation between type and content of 

surface charge and nucleation ability of the nanoparticles. 

 

6.2  Experimental 

6.2.1 Preparation of the nanocomposites 

CoFe2O4 nanoparticles were purchased from Nanoamor. The ferrite dimensions 

indicated by the supplier are between 35-55 nm. DMF (pure grade) was supplied by 

Fluka and PVDF (Solef 1010) was supplied by Solvay. All the chemicals and 

nanoparticles were used as received from the suppliers. 

Three types of surfactants were used to change the surface charge of the nanoparticles: 

SDS, CTAB and Triton X-100 that induce negative, positive and almost zero surface 

charge respectively. In a typical procedure, 100 mg of nanoparticles were mixed with 

100 ml of a surfactant aqueous solution of 0.1 mM. The solution was rigorously stirred 

and maintained at 60ºC for 60 min. The prepared suspension was washed and 

magnetically separated to remove the excess of surfactant: first with distilled water, then 

with ethanol and, finally, resuspended in distilled water. At last, the surfactated 

nanoparticles were dried in order to proceed to the following step. 
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For composite preparation, the initial concentration of solution was 0.2 g of PVDF for 1 

ml of DMF. The desired amounts of nanoparticles were then mixed in DMF by 

ultrasound for 6 h in order to obtain nanocomposites with 5 wt.% of CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles. Then, PVDF powder was added to the mixture and placed in a Teflon 

mechanical stirrer with ultrasound during 1h for complete dissolution of the polymer. 

After the nanoparticles dispersion in the polymer solution, flexible films were obtained 

by spreading the solution on a clean glass substrate. 

Solvent evaporation was performed inside the oven for 10 min at 210 ºC to ensure the 

complete melting of the nanocomposite and solvent evaporation. Crystallization was 

then achieved by cooling down to room temperature.  

 

6.2.2 Characterization  

Zeta potential measurements were carried out in order to determine the surface charge 

of the nanoparticles in a Zetasizer NANO ZS-ZEN3600 (Malvern Instruments Limited, 

UK) provided with a He/Ne laser of 633 nm wavelength and a detection angle of 173° 

(backscatter detection). Measurements were performed at 25 ºC using the appropriated 

sample dilution in ultra-pure water to prevent multiscattering events. The average value 

for each sample was obtained from 10 measurements. 

The average hydrodynamic size of ferrite nanoparticles was assessed by DLS in a 

Zetasizer NANO ZS-ZEN3600. Measurements were performed at 25ºC using the 

appropriated sample dilution in ultra-pure water to prevent multiscattering events. The 

average value for each sample was obtained from 10 measurements. 

FTIR spectra of the films were recorded on a PERKIN-ELMER SPECTRUM 100 in 

ATR mode from 700 to 1100 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1. 32 scans were performed 

to each sample in order to identify and quantify phase content in PVDF. 

After 30 min of corona poling at 80ºC in a home-made chamber, the piezoelectric 

response (d33) of the poled samples was analyzed with a wide range d33-meter (model 

8000, APC Int Ltd) to prove the piezoelectric response of the nanocomposites. 

 

6.3  Results and discussion 

Zeta potential analysis was used to evaluate the electrostatic charge on the surface of the 

ferrite nanoparticles [37-38] and the experimental size of nanoparticles was determined 
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by DLS. Since the surface charge depends strongly on the pH of the suspension, the zeta 

potential of the nanoparticles was determined at the same pH of the PVDF/ferrite 

mixture (pH≈6). 

The obtained results for the different surfactated nanoparticles are represented in Figure 

6.1 and Table 6.1.  

 

  

Figure 6.1 – (a) Zeta potential of the nanoparticles with and without surfactation. (b) Size 

distribution of the nanoparticles with and without surfactation. 

In Figure 6.1a it is possible to observe the effect of the different surfactants in the 

electric charge of the nanoparticle surface. Without any surfactant, CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles exhibit negative surface charge (-22 mV), which is in agreement with 

previous studies [32]. SDS, CTAB and Triton X-100 induce -15, 26 and -2 mV surface 

charge, respectively. 

 

Table 6.1 – Zeta potential, β-phase content and size values of the different nanoparticles. 

Ferrite 
Zeta potential 

(mV) 

F(β) 

(%) 

Size* 

(nm) 

Experimental size 

(nm) 

CoFe2O4 -22±5 90 

35-55 30-70 
CoFe2O4-Triton -2±3 0 

CoFe2O4-CTAB 26±3 0 

CoFe2O4-SDS -15±4 30 

* provided by Nanoamor 
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Based on Figure 6.1b and in Table 6.1, there is an expected discrepancy between the 

physical size of the nanoparticles provided by Nanoamor and the hydrodynamic size 

determined by DLS, due to the different factors affecting the hydrodynamic 

measurements [39]. 

To study the effect of the nanoparticle surface charge on the PVDF β-phase nucleation 

mechanism FTIR has been used, as this method has been proven to be as suitable as 

XRD for the determination of the different phases of PVDF [12-13]. Specific bands 

such as 766 and 840 cm−1 have been identified to correspond to the α- and β-phase 

respectively [40-41] and have been used for identification and quantification of the 

phases [29]. 

Assuming that the infrared absorption follows the Lambert-Beer law for a system 

containing α and β-phases, the relative β-phase fraction, F(β), can be determined using 

equation 6.1:    

��� = ������� = ��

�
���� ���

�
�������

  

Where )*  =7.7×104 cm2/mol) and  )+=6.1×104 cm2/mol) [6, 18, 29, 42].  

 

FTIR measurements performed in order to identify the F(β) in the different 

nanocomposites are presented in Figure 6.2.  

 

Figure 6.2 – Infrared transmittance vs. wavenumber for PVDF/CoFe2O4 (95/5 wt.%) samples 

with non surfactated ferrite nanoparticles and surfactated  with Triton X-100, CTAB and SDS. 
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Based on Figure 6.2 it is possible to conclude that only the nanoparticle surfaces 

significantly negatively charged can nucleate the polymer β-phase.   

Since the surface of the CoFe2O4 nanoparticles is more negatively charged than the 

CoFe2O4-SDS ones, the electrostatic interactions will be stronger in the PVDF/CoFe2O4 

nanocomposites [43]. This will lead to a larger interaction and a larger nucleation effect 

all along the sample has proved by the higher F(β) obtained to the PVDF/CoFe2O4 

nanocomposites (90%) comparatively to the CoFe2O4-SDS ones (30%). The almost zero 

surface charge of the CoFe2O4-Triton and the positive surface charge of the CoFe2O4-

CTAB nanoparticles don´t allow the β-phase formation [32]. 

Since the size and type of the nanoparticles are all the same for the different 

nanocomposites, it is undoubtedly determined that β-phase nucleation process can only 

be explained by the electric interactions between the negative charged CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles and the partially positive CH2 bonds of the PVDF. The schematic showing 

of the proposed interaction is represented on Figure 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3 – Schematic representation of the proposed mechanism of the beta phase formation. 

 

To prove the piezoelectricity of the β-phase nucleated samples, the piezoelectric 

response (d33) of the poled samples was analyzed after corona poling and a slight 

stretching in order to eliminate the center of symmetry of the spherulitic structure [44-

46]. 
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The obtained piezoelectric coefficients placed in Table 6.2 are in agreement with the 

ones reported from Gomes et al [47] for the same electroactive phase content. 

Table 6.2 – β-phase content and  piezoelectric coefficient values. 

Sample F(β) (%) d33 (pC/N) 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 90 33 

PVDF /CoFe2O4-SDS 30 23 

 

With the addition of low quantity of ferrite nanoparticles, the stretching of the film in 

order to obtain the β-phase is unnecessary since the material crystallizes in its 

ferroelectric phase immediately upon cooling from the melt, allowing miniaturization 

and the preparation of the material into complex shapes [48]. This novel way of 

preparing β-PVDF matches the request of films with good piezoelectric coefficients, 

directly from melt and without porosity to be used in technological applications such as 

sensors and actuators. Additionally, the piezoelectricity of the polymer phase and the 

magnetostriction of the ferrite nanoparticles results in composites with ME response, 

depending the magnitude of the ME response on the ferrite content [19-20]. 

 

6.4  Conclusions 

It is demonstrated that high electroactive β-phase content PVDF films can be obtained 

from the melt by adding a small quantity of CoFe2O4 nanoparticles. The nucleation is 

explained by the electrical interactions due to the presence of negative nanoparticle 

surfaces that will interact with the polymeric CH2 groups that have positive charge 

density. This interaction induces the polymer chains to align on the surface of the 

nanoparticles in an extended TTTT conformation resulting in formation of the β-PVDF 

phase with piezoelectric and ferroelectricity properties. 

The use of appropriate surfactants causes variations in the surface charge of the 

nanoparticles opening the possibility of the β-phase nucleation in different nanofillers, 

leading to hybrid composites that can take advantage of the properties of the fillers and 

the electroactive phase of the polymer. For example, in the present case, the 

magnetostriction of the filler and the piezoelectricity of the polymer allow the 

magnetoelectric response of the composite and its applications as sensors or/and 

actuators.  
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7.1  Introduction 

PVDF is a semicrystalline polymer with one of the largest pyro- and piezoelectric 

properties among polymers [1]. These properties combined with its high elasticity, 

transparency and easy processing make this material suitable for numerous 

technological applications [2]. 

PVDF is also well known for its polymorphism, showing at least four crystalline phases 

called α, β, δ and γ [3]. The α and β polymorphs are most common: melt processing of 

the material typically results in the nonpolar α-phase [4], whereas the polar β-phase is 

technologically the most interesting one for sensor and actuator applications at it shows 

the largest piezoelectric, pyroelectric and ferroelectric coefficients, as well as a high 

dielectric constant [1]. The β-phase of PVDF is commonly obtained by mechanical 

stretching of films originally in the non-polar α-phase, resulting in films mostly in the β-

phase, but with some percentage of α-phase [5]. Further, this method is not appropriate 

for the preparation of polymer composites, as the stretching process is either hindered 

for high filler loadings and/or leads to non-controlled reconfigurations of the fillers, as 

well as their agglomeration [1]. 

β-PVDF films can be also obtained directly by solution casting but the material shows 

high porosity leading to an opaque appearance and a decrease of the electrical and 

mechanical properties. Further, due to their increased fragility the films cannot be 

oriented by stretching [4, 6]. The development of polymer nanocomposites is a subject 

of intensive research [7]. In the simplest case, adding nanoparticles to a polymer matrix 

such as PVDF can enhance its performance or provide new responses, by simply 

capitalizing on the nature and properties of the nanoscale filler [8]. This is the case of 

composite materials consisting of magnetic nanoparticles dispersed in a polymer matrix. 

On the one hand, the processability and mechanical quality of the matrix is an 

advantage compared to ferrites. On the other hand, despite a restricted particle 

concentration, a sufficiently high magnetic permeability can be achieved within the 

polymer composite [9], finally the ME effect can be also observed in such composites 

[10-12]. 

Van Suchtelen introduced the idea of the two-phase particulate composites [13], which 

was supported by the van den Boomgaard’s synthesis conditions [14]. The composites 

with a ferrite and a ferroelectric phases have the ability to show product and sum 

properties [15]. In such composites, electromechanical coupling occurs: 
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magnetostriction in the ferrite phase give rise to a mechanical stress within the 

ferroelectric phase, resulting in variations of the electrical polarization and therefore in a 

ME effect [16]. MF materials are in this way excellent candidates as memory elements, 

smart sensors, etc [17]. 

Due to the magnetic and dielectric properties of ferrites, much interest has been focused 

on polymer-based composites filled with ferrite nanoparticles, such as Cobalt-ferrite 

[18], and Nickel-ferrite [19] for their applications in various areas such as information 

storage, electromagnetic wave absorption, bio-separation, and diagnostics. Their 

magnetostrictive properties also make them good candidates for ME composites [20].  

Three kinds of bulk ME composites have been reported: magnetic metals/alloys, 

laminated Terfenol-D and piezoelectric ceramics or polymers and most recently 

particulate composites of ferrite and piezoelectric ceramics e.g., PZT [21]. The ME 

coefficients obtained in ceramic particulate or laminated composites are typically three 

orders of magnitude higher than in single phase materials [22-23]. On the other hand, 

the composites become fragile and are limited by deleterious reactions at the interface 

regions making such ceramic composites not suitable for device applications [24]. To 

overcome some of the problems polymer based ME materials are developed such as 

particulate composite of Terfenol-D, PZT and a polymer matrix has been developed 

[25]. In this three-phase ME composite, the magnetostrictive Terfenol-D grains are 

randomly oriented in a matrix of piezoelectric PZT with the polymer as a binder 

between the phases. In these materials, the incorporation of PZT into the polymeric 

matrix makes the composite more brittle [25-26] and although Terfenol-D has the 

highest magnetostriction amongst all known magnetostrictive materials, this rare-earth 

iron alloy is quite costly and also very brittle.  

One approach to obtain highly flexible and non brittle ME composites is to use two 

phase polymer based composites without any ceramic filler, in which the polymer itself 

is piezoelectric, such as PVDF in its β-phase. 

In this paper, PVDF-based nanocomposites with either Co or Ni ferrites fillers are 

investigated. The effect of the filler concentration on the dielectric and magnetic 

properties are discussed, as they are at the base of the different potential applications of 

these materials. It is particularly important to notice that the electroactive phase of the 

polymer is nucleated by the ferrites, leading in this way to a simplified processing 

method for the preparation of ME composites. 
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7.2  Experimental 

7.2.1 Preparation of the nanocomposites 

CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 nanoparticles were purchased from Nanoamor. The ferrite 

dimensions are between 35-55 and 20-30 nm and the densities 5.30 and 5.37 g/cm3 for 

CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4, respectively.  DMF (pure grade) was supplied by Fluka and 

PVDF (Solef 1010) with a density of 1.78 g/cm3
 was supplied by Solvay. All the 

chemicals and nanoparticles were used as received from the suppliers. 

For the preparation of the nanocomposite films with thickness around 40-50 µm the 

initial concentration of solution was 0.2 g of PVDF for 1 ml of DMF. In order to obtain 

a good dispersion of the ferrite nanoparticles within the polymeric matrix, the following 

procedure was applied: the desired amount of nanoparticles was added to 12 ml of DMF 

and then placed in an ultrasound bath during 6 h, in order to ensure that the 

nanoparticles are well dispersed in the solution; then 3 g of PVDF were subsequently 

added. Further, the obtained mixture was placed in a Teflon mechanical stirrer during 

1h for complete dissolution of the polymer. Flexible films were obtained by spreading 

the solution on a clean glass substrate. Solvent evaporation and polymer crystallization 

was performed inside an oven at controlled temperature: the samples were maintained 

inside the oven for 10 min at 210 ºC to ensure the complete melting of the 

nanocomposite and solvent evaporation. Crystallization was achieved by cooling down 

to room temperature. The wt.% of ferrite nanoparticles varied from 0.001 to 50 in the 

case of Co-ferrite and 5 to 50 in the case of Ni-ferrite, corresponding to 3x10-6 to 0.25 

and 2 to 0.25 in ϕ, respectively. 

 

7.2.2 Characterization of the nanocomposites 

SEM was performed in a Leica Cambridge S360 apparatus in order to evaluate 

composite microstructure and nanoparticle dispersion. XRD measurements were 

performed using a Philips PW1710 diffractometer equipped with Ni-filtered Cu Kα 

radiation (λ=0.1542nm) in order to identify and quantify the crystalline phase of the 

polymer. 

Measurements of  ε’, real part of the dielectric function, and tan δ, dielectric loss were 

performed with an automatic Quadtech 1929 Precision LCR meter in a Linkam THMSE 

600 oven. The applied signal for frequencies in the range 1 Hz to 1 MHz was 0.5 V. The 
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samples were coated by thermal evaporation with circular Au electrodes of 5mm 

diameter onto both sides of the sample. Sample thickness was ~50 µm for all samples. 

Temperature scans were performed at a temperature rate of 1 °C/min from −120 to 150 

°C. 

For the magnetic characterization, Zero Field Cooled (ZFC) and Field cooled (FC) low 

field magnetization vs. temperature curves and room temperature hysteresis loops were 

performed by conventional magnetometry using both a Superconducting quantum 

interference device (SQUID) and a vibrating sample magnetomer. For the ZFC and FC 

the characterization was performed at low field (75 Oe) in a range of temperature from 

200 K to 575 K in the case of CoFe2O4 nanocomposites and from 4 K to 300 K in the 

case of nickel ferrite samples. 

To the room temperature hysteresis loops HDC was varied from -10 to 10 T and from -

1.8 to 1.8 for CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 films respectively. 

 

7.3  Results and discussion 

Figure 7.1 shows typical SEM images of nanocomposite films of PVDF/CoFe2O4 with 

ϕ=0.02 (a and b) and ϕ=0.25 (c and d).  For low Co or Ni ferrite filler concentrations, 

the microstructure of PVDF is spherulitic, just like pure PVDF in the α-phase [5, 27] as 

it can be observed in Figures 7.1a and 7.1b. For higher concentrations (ϕ=0.08 or 

higher) of ferrite particles, the spherulitic structure is destroyed and the polymer 

material just agglomerates on the ferrite particles, as it may be observed in Figures 7.1c 

and 8.1d. Further, ferrite aggregates are formed for these concentrations. The 

crystallization kinetics of α-PVDF is characterized by a spherulitic growth with 

heterogeneous nucleation [28]. Typical spherulite sizes range from 10 to 100 µm, 

depending on the crystallization temperature [29]. The presence of the ferrite particles 

will interfere both in the nucleation process and in the growth kinetic of the spherulites 

[30]. For low concentration of ceramic particles, mostly the nucleation process will be 

affected.  Further, the change in the crystallization kinetics will have an influence on the 

polymer phase and degree of crystallinity of the polymer as well [30]. For higher 

concentrations, on the other hand, the filler particles will hinder the spherulites to grow 

and therefore will prevent the formation of the characteristic spherulitic microstructure 

of the polymer (Figure 7.1c and 7.1d). In fact the polymer phase in these composites is 

dispersed in very small domains which constrain crystal growth. A fraction of the 
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polymer chains is confined between the nanoparticle aggregates and probably inside of 

the aggregates shown in Figures 7.1c and 7.1d. Finally, the SEM micrograph of the 

nanocomposites also shows that a good dispersion of the ferrite nanoparticles within the 

polymer is achieved.  

 

Figure 7.1 – SEM images of PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites with ferrite ϕ=0.02 (a and b) and 

ϕ=0.25 (c and d). 

 

The evolution of the crystalline phases of the polymer present in the PVDF/CoFe2O4 

and PVDF/NiFe2O4 composites as a function of ferrite concentration was obtained by 

XRD (Figure 7.2).  

 

a b 

c d 
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Figure 7.2 – XRD patterns for PVDF/CoFe2O4 (a) and PVDF/NiFe2O4 (b) nanocomposites as 

for composites with different ferrite contents. 

 

At room temperature, α-PVDF is characterized by three strong reflections at 2θ=17.7º, 

18.4º, and 19.9º, corresponding to the (100), (020) and (021) crystalline planes. On the 

other hand, the β-phase of PVDF is characterized by the peak at 2θ=20.7 and 20.8 

matching the (200) and (110) planes [27, 31]. 

As already shown elsewhere, adding ferrite nanoparticles results in the α to β phase 

transformation (Figure 7.2 and 7.3) [6]. This fact is confirmed by the peak evolution of 

the XRD spectra of Figure 7.2. The evolution of the phase content, calculated by the 

baseline method [32-33] is represented in Figure 7.3.   

 

Figure 7.3 – β-phase content of the PVDF nanocomposites as a function of CoFe2O4 and 

NiFe2O4 ferrite content. 
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The nucleation effect of the β-phase of the polymer is stronger for the Co-ferrite 

nanoparticles than for the Ni-ferrite ones. In the first case, for nanoparticle contents 

lower than ϕ=0.05 the 90% of the polymer crystalline phase nucleates in the 

piezoelectric β-phase. This fact is only achieved for the Ni-ferrite composite for 

nanoparticle contents around ϕ=0.25. This variation is to be attributed to the different 

polymer/filler surface interactions as the geometrical factors are similar with both 

fillers [30]. 

Figure 7.4 shows the variation of the dielectric constant at room temperature of 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 (a) and PVDF/NiFe2O4 (b) composites. In both cases there is an 

increase of ε’ for the composites with respect to the pure polymer. 

 

  

Figure 7.4 – Frequency-dependent dielectric constant for PVDF/ CoFe2O4 (a) and PVDF/ 

NiFe2O4 (b) nanocomposites. 

 

The higher values obtained for the dielectric constant of the composites are for the 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites.  

The dielectric losses increase almost linearly with increasing nanoparticle loading, 

maintaining nevertheless values lower that 0.3 even for the largest nanoparticle 

loadings. 

Figure 7.5 shows the variation of the dielectric constant of the nanocomposites with 

ferrite wt.% for a frequency of 10 kHz. 
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Figure 7.5 – Variation of the dielectric constant of the nanocomposites as a function of 

CoFe2O4 (a) and Ni Fe2O4 (b) content at room temperature for a frequency of 10 kHz. 
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a gradual increase of the ε’ as the amount of nanoparticles is increased. The increase of 

ε’ is practically linear with increasing ferrite concentration for both ferrites. The 
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The dielectric response as a function of temperature and frequency was also measured 

for the composites. Figure7.6 shows the variation of ε´ (a) and tan δ(b) for the 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 sample with 0.08 volume fraction of magnetic nanoparticles as a 

function of the temperature for several frequencies. 
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Figure 7.6 – ε’ and tan δ vs temperature for the sample with 0.08 volume fraction of CoFe2O4 at 

several frequencies between 1 Hz and 1 MHz. 

 

Figure 7.6 reveals that both the real part of the dielectric function and the dielectric 

losses show a similar behaviour as the pure polymer. The main difference is just the 

general increase of the dielectric response showing, on the other hand, the same 

characteristic features [4]. The low-temperature β-relaxation assigned to the glass 

transition dynamics of the pure polymer matrix is still present probing that the 

cooperative segmental motions within the amorphous phase [34] are also present in the 

composites. 

The dynamics of the β-relaxation was analyzed by the Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) 

relaxation formalism [34-36]: 
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Where τ  is the relaxation time, τ0 is the preexponential factor,  B  is the VTF energy, kB 

is the Boltzmann constant, T0 is the Vogel temperature at which molecular motions in 

the material becomes infinitely slow and  T the temperature.   

Figure 7.7 shows fittings obtained from the VFT formalism (equation 7.1) to 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 and PVDF/NiFe2O4 composites with ϕ=0.08 of ferrite nanoparticles 

content. 
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Figure 7.7 – VTF fittings of the 
-relaxation of PVDF/CoFe2O4 and PVDF/NiFe2O4 with 0.08 

of ferrite volume fraction. 

 

The fitting parameters for the ϕ=0.08 nanocomposites are summarized in Table 7.1, in 

comparison with the results obtained for pure α and β-PVDF. Further, a consequence of 

the values of the fitting parameters of the VTF relaxation plot is the calculation of the 

fragility parameter [37]: 
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Table 7.1 – Vogel–Tammann–Fulcher and fragility parameters for the β-relaxation for α and β- 

PVDF and for the PVDF/CoFe2O4 and PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposites with ferrite ϕ=0.08. 

Sample 
56 
s-1 

7 
eV 

86 
K 

89 
K 

: 
α-PVDF [34] 5.96E-13

 0.13 168.00 213.00 67.00 

β-PVDF [36] 3.00E-12 0.06 201.50 228.67 99.00 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 4.93E-10 0.05 205.28 227.10 117.68 

PVDF/NiFe2O4 9.29E-11
 0.07 197.18 225.08 97.08 

 

Table 7.1 confirms that the inclusion of ferrite nanoparticles in PVDF actually nucleates 

the β-phase of the material as the characteristic parameters of the β-relaxation of the 

polymer are maintained with respect to the values obtained for β-phase obtained by 

stretching from the α-phase material (Table 7.1). ) B, T0 and Tg are independent of the 

processing method (stretching or nucleation) and are not affected by the type of ferrite 

[34]. This fact is also supported by the fragility parameters of PVDF/ferrites 

composites: these are higher than the ones calculated for the α-PVDF, demonstrating 

that the inclusions of ferrite nanoparticles has an effect on the relaxation process and 

affects in a significant way the amorphous part of the polymer. In fact, it is possible to 

observe from the m value that the ferrite particles immersed in the polymeric matrix 

make the composites more fragile (the m factor of the composite is higher than the pure 

polymer α-phase sample). The values are similar to the ones obtained for β-PVDF.  

The magnetic characterization was performed by analyzing the low field (75 Oe) 

magnetization dependence with temperature (under zero field and field cooling 

conditions, ZFC-FC curves) of the pure ferrite powders and the room temperature 

hysteresis loops of the composites with different ferrite contents. In Figure 7.8 the 

obtained ZFC-FC curves for CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 are shown. There is a remarkable 

similarity between the low field magnetization behaviour for both ferrites, indicating 

that the magnetization process is basically the same. The degree of irreversibility of 

such processes is high, as indicated by the splitting between ZFC and FC curves. This 

irreversibility in nanoparticles arises from the competition between the energy needed 

for a particle moment reorientation against the energy concerning shape, 

magnetoelasticity and crystalline anisotropy. The bifurcation of both curves occurs at a 

temperature Tb (525 K and 300 K for the Co- and Ni- ferrites, respectively) 
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corresponding to the blocking temperature of the largest magnetic entities in the 

assembly. That is, Tb defines also a temperature above which magnetization processes 

are fully reversible. Below Tb , there is a maximum in the ZFC curve at a temperature 

Tp that hints for the blocking of all (any size) particles. However, while this maximum 

is sharp (at 450 K) for the CoFe2O4 ferrite,  it turns out to be much broader and centred 

at 225 K for the NiFe2O4 ferrite, hinting for a larger particle size distribution present in 

this sample. 

  

Figure 7.8 – Zero field cooled – field cooled low field (75 Oe) magnetization curves measured 

for (a) CoFe2O4 and (b) NiFe2O4 nanoparticles. 

 

The value of the blocking temperature also marks a lower limit in temperature for 

superparamagnetic behaviour. Thus, at room temperature (≈300 K) the CoFe2O4  has to 

behave as a ferromagnet with blocked magnetic moment within the particle, while the 

NiFe2O4 is just on the limit for superparamagnetic behaviour. This is fully confirmed by 

the room temperature hysteresis loops of the pure ferrite powders (Figure 7.9): while the 

Co- ferrite develops a hysteresis loop with coercivity of 0.27 T and reaches a saturation 

magnetic moment of 60 emu/g at a 10 T applied magnetic field, the Ni-ferrite shows 

almost absence of hysteresis, remanence and coercivity. For this last compound, room 

temperature is at or above the blocking temperature and the magnetic moment of the 

particle is free to rotate in response to the applied magnetic field. 
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Figure 7.9 – Room temperature hysteresis measured for (a) PVDF/CoFe2O4 and (b) 

PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposites with different ferrite contents. The hysteresis loops of the pure 

ferrite powders are also shown. 

 

Since both ferrites have been supplied with almost the same size of the nanoparticles, 

the origin of such different magnetic behaviour must be elsewhere; in fact, Co+2 is 

highly anisotropic when compared to the Ni+2 ion [38], giving rise to a much higher 

anisotropy value for the CoFe2O4 ferrite than for the NiFe2O4 one. The effective value 

Keff of that anisotropy inside the PVDF matrix can be evaluated by taking care of the 

different magnetic behaviours exhibited at room temperature. Thus, for the 50 wt.% 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 composite the fit of the magnetization data at high fields using the Law 

of Approach to Saturation [39] 

3
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where χ is the magnetic susceptibility, M the magnetization, H the magnetic field, K eff 

is the anisotropy constant, and Ms is the saturation magnetization,  gives as result a 

value of the anisotropy constant Keff =   1.58 x 105 ergs/cm3, where α´ = 0.533 was used 

as for the uniaxial anisotropy case [40]. This value is four times higher than the 

magnetic anisotropy constant in bulk Co (≈ 0.4 x 105 ergs/cm3 [41]).  

This is not the case of the Ni- ferrite, where it is needed to analyze the approach of the 

magnetization to saturation in a system of particles that are not coupled by an exchange 

interaction. This approach is given by the Akulov law [42], 
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where Ha=2Keff/MS is the local magnetic anisotropy field of the Ni-ferrite nanoparticle 

and the rest of the terms are the same as in equation 7.3. From the fit of that curve in the 

case of the 5 wt.% PVDF/NiFe2O4 composite, a value of Keff =  0.12 x 105  ergs/cm3 is 

obtained, that is one order of magnitude lower than for the Co-ferrite case. The obtained 

results for the anisotropy constant values fully support our previous assumptions. 

The magnetic grain sizes of the composites can be also estimated by using the measured 

values of the blocking temperature (Tb) and the calculated values of the anisotropy Keff. 

Both values are related by  

Tb =
KeffV

25kB

 ,     

where V is the magnetic grain volume and kB is the Boltzmann constant. From this 

equation they are obtained grain sizes of about 30 and 50 nm for the CoFe2O4 and the 

NiFe2O4 ferrites respectively, values that roughly agree with the sizes given by supplier 

and that also indicate, as a relevant result, that these nanoparticles behave as magnetic 

monodomains. 

The shape of the measured M(H) loops of the nanocomposites along different directions 

(in-plane and out of plane of the composites) of the applied magnetic field also 

demonstrates that magnetic particles are randomly oriented within the polymer matrix 

(Figure 7.10).  

 

 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 
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Figure 7.10 – Room temperature hysteresis loops measured along different relative directions 

of the field and the nanocomposite for (a) ϕ=0.08 of CoFe2O4 and (b) ) ϕ=0.08 of NiFe2O4 

nanocomposites. 

 

From these hysteresis loops it is determined the experimental value of the room 

temperature saturation magnetic moment MS by using Arrott plots [43]. Figure 7.11 

shows how MS continuously increases with ferrite content in the composite. This fact 

shows that the net magnetic moment exhibited by the composites turns out to be directly 

the vector sum of the individual contributions of the ferrite grains inside the PVDF 

matrix.  

  

Figure 7.11 – Saturation magnetization dependence with the respective ferrite content for (a) 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 and (b) PVDF/NiFe2O4 nanocomposites. 
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This measured linearity in MS value vs. % ferrite is a clear indication of the fact that 

ferrite particles are very well dispersed in the composite. 

 

7.4  Conclusions 

Composites consisting in CoFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 nanopowders as ferrite phase and 

PVDF as ferroelectric phase were prepared by solution method. XRD of the composites 

reveals the formation of the ferroelectric phase of the polymer with increasing ferrite 

content. The nucleation of the β-phase of the polymer is more effectively nucleated for 

the Co-ferrite nanoparticles, as the whole crystalline phase of the polymer is within the 

ferroelectric phase for ferrite concentrations as low as ϕ=0.02. On the other hand, for 

Ni-ferrite nanocomposites as higher ferrite content (ϕ=0.25) is needed to nucleate the 

whole polymer crystalline phase into the electroactive phase. This fact is due to 

nanoparticle surface/polymer interactions and not to size effects as the size of the ferrite 

nanoparticles are similar. The dielectric constant at room temperature of all 

nanocomposites increases with increasing ferrite content being the dielectric constant 

larger for the Co-ferrite composites, due to the polar nature of the polymer phase even 

for low ferrite concentrations. The β-relaxation related to the amorphous part of the 

polymer was identified in the composite samples and it is demonstrated that its 

behaviour is the same as the one observed for the β-PVDF obtained by stretching. 

While the PVDF/CoFe2O4 composites exhibit a hysteresis cycle with coercivity of 0.27 

T, both missing coercitivity and hysteresis loop represent an evidence for quasi-

superparamagnetic behaviour for PVDF/NiFe2O4 composites. That behaviour is also 

evidenced from the FC and ZFC dependences of the magnetization vs. temperature. 

From those ZFC-FC measurements it is also inferred that the nanopowders of both 

ferrites inside the polymeric matrix behave as magnetic monodomains. Finally, from 

both hysteresis loops shape and the linearity in Ms value vs. % content of ferrite it is 

concluded that the ferrite nanoparticles are homogeneously distributed within the 

composite and that the individual ferrite grains act as individual centers of 

magnetization. 
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8.1  Introduction 

ME and MF materials with coexistence of at least two ferroic orders (ferroelectric, 

ferromagnetic or ferroelastic) have attracted increasing attention due to their potential 

device applications in areas such as data storage, switching, modulation of amplitudes, 

polarization and filters, waveguides, sensors, transducers and spin wave generation, 

among others [1-4]. One of the most promising ideas is that ME bits may be used to 

store information both in the magnetization ; and polarization <. This type of encoding 

information in such four-state memory has recently been demonstrated [5-6].  

In single phase MFs the magnetic and ferroelectric orders frequently occur largely 

independent of each other and as a result the ME coupling tends to be very small or 

occurs at temperatures too low for practical applications [3, 7]. On the other hand, and 

with larger design flexibility, MF ME composites fabricated by combining piezoelectric 

and magnetostrictive materials have drawn significant recent interest due to their 

multifunctionality, in which the coupling interaction between the piezoelectric and 

magnetostrictive phases  produce a large ME response [8]. Due to their technologically 

viable ME response, different ME composites have been investigated in recent years, 

including multilayer and particulate composites [3]. 

So far, three main types of bulk ME composites have been investigated both 

experimentally and theoretically:  a) magnetic metals/alloys e.g., laminated Terfenol-D 

and Metglas and piezoelectric ceramics; b) laminated Terfenol-D and Metglas and 

piezoelectric polymers; c) particulate composites of ferrite and piezoelectric ceramics 

e.g., PZT [3]. 

The ME coefficients obtained in ceramic particulate or laminated composites are 

typically three orders of magnitude higher than in single phase materials [9-10]. 

Ceramic composites, on the other hand, may become fragile and are limited by 

deleterious reactions at the interface regions leading to low electrical resistivities and 

high dielectric losses >0.1, hindering in this way the incorporation into devices of these 

materials [11]. 

Another promising and less explored approach to obtain a good ME coupling is the 

development of particulate composites of Terfenol-D and PZT within a polymer matrix 

[12]. Such composites can be easily fabricated by conventional low-temperature 

processing methods into a variety of forms such as thin sheets and moulded shapes. The 

simplest three-phase ME composite is a quasi 0-3 type particulate composite where 
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Terfenol-D grains are randomly oriented in a matrix of PZT and polymer. The 

incorporation of PZT into the polymeric matrix makes the composite more brittle [12-

13] and although Terfenol-D has the highest magnetostriction amongst all known 

materials, this rare-earth iron alloy is quite costly and very brittle. 

One way to avoid some of the aforementioned problems related to the use of ceramics 

and to obtain ME composites with high ME coupling is the use polymer based 

composites, where the polymer matrix is the piezoelectric phase.  

PVDF and its copolymers have the best electroactive performance in the small class of 

polymers displaying piezo, pyro and ferroelectricity. These properties are originated 

from the strong molecular dipoles within the polymer chains [14]. From the four crystal 

modifications known for PVDF, denoted as α, β, γ and δ, the highest piezo-, pyro- and 

ferroelectric properties are associated to the β-phase. 

P(VDF-TrFE) copolymers, containing VDF between 55 and 82 mol%, have been 

widely studied for their interesting ferroelectric properties. Besides the pyro- and 

piezoelectric activities of PVDF, those copolymers exhibit a ferro- to paraelectric phase 

transition at a temperature Tc which is below the melting temperature of the material 

and whose value increases with increasing VDF mol% content. Contrary to the PVDF 

homopolymer, when crystallized from the melt these copolymers present the 

ferroelectric phase, which is an essential factor for the preparation of ME composites 

[15-16].  

Piezoelectric properties of PVDF polymers and co-polymers, that strongly influence the 

ME response are dependent of the experimental processing conditions [17-18]. 

Preliminary studies on MF nanocomposite films composed of P(VDF-TrFE) and 

CoFe2O4 nanoparticles have been conducted in films prepared by a complex processing 

method involving vacuum treatment [19]. This study shows the potential of these 

composites for ME applications but effect of low ferrite concentrations in the 

ferroelectric, piezoelectric and magnetic responses was not been reported. Further, the 

effect of magnetic field direction and the composite thickness in the magnetic and ME 

response also needs to be addressed in order to obtain suitable materials for useful 

applications. Since copolymer crystallizes from the melt directly in the electroactive 

phase which is an essential requirement for the preparation of ME composites, P(VDF-

TrFE) is being used in ME composites instead of PVDF,  but to their distinct 

morphological and physical properties, it would be useful to implement also PVDF 

based ME composite materials. 
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In this work P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 and PVDF/CoFe2O4 ME composites were prepared 

by a simplified solvent casting method without vacuum treatment have been 

investigated addressing the aforementioned issues.  

Further, the size of the nanoparticles is half of the ones used in [19], looking for a larger 

interaction area between the piezoelectric and magnetostrictive phases.  

 

8.2  Experimental 

CoFe2O4 nanoparticles were purchased from Nanoamor with dimensions between 35-

55 nm. The synthesis of this kind of nanoparticles is well discussed in the literature [20-

22]. DMF (pure grade) was supplied by Fluka. P(VDF-TrFE) and PVDF (Solef 1010)  

were supplied by Solvay Solexis. All the chemicals and nanoparticles were used as 

received from the suppliers. 

For composite preparation, the desired amount of nanoparticles was added to DMF and 

then placed in ultrasound bath during 8h to ensure that nanoparticles were well 

dispersed in the solution and also to avoid loose aggregates [23]. Then polymer powder 

was subsequently added. Further, the obtained mixture was placed in a Teflon 

mechanical stirrer with ultrasound bath for complete dissolution of the polymer during 2 

h. Flexible films were obtained by spreading the solution on a clean glass substrate. 

Solvent evaporation and polymer crystallization were performed inside an oven at 

controlled temperature. The samples were maintained inside the oven for 10 min at 210 

ºC. Crystallization was achieved by cooling down the samples to room temperature. In 

the P(VDF-TrFE) based nanocomposites, the content of ferrite nanoparticles was varied 

from 3 to 80 wt.% (0.01 to 0.59 in volume fraction) and the thickness of samples was 

controlled to be approximately 25, 50 and 75 µm.  In order to study the effect of the 

polymer matrix in the ME response of the nanocomposite, two samples with 7 wt.% of 

CoFe2O4  were prepared, one with P(VDF-TrFE) as piezoelectric phase and the other 

with PVDF.  To allow the piezoelectric response in the PVDF based sample, its isotropy 

was eliminated by submitting the film to a stretching of 100% using a MINIMAT 

universal testing machine (Polymer Laboratories) in tensile mode, with a 

2 mm min-1 deformation rate. 

The ferroelectric hysteresis loops of the composites were measured at room temperature 

using Radiant Ferroelectric Premier II LC equipment. After 30 min of corona poling at 
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120 ºC in a home-made chamber, the piezoelectric response (d33) of the poled samples 

was analyzed with a wide range d33-meter (model 8000, APC Int Ltd). 

Magnetic hysteresis loops at room temperature were measured using a vibrating sample 

magnetometer (Oxford Instruments) up to a maximum field of 1.8 T. 

In order to obtain the out of plane and in plane ME coefficient α33 and α31 respectively, 

Direct Current Magnetic Field (HDC) and Alternating Current Magnetic Field (HAC) 

magnetic fields were applied simultaneously in two directions: along the same direction 

that the electric polarization of the P(VDF-TrFE), that is, perpendicular to the 

composite´s surface and also parallel to the composite´s surface. The HAC was provided 

by a pair of Helmholtz coils, being its amplitude of 8.1 mOe at 5 kHz. The external bias 

field was provided by an electromagnet with a maximum value of 1.2 T. The induced 

ME voltage in the samples was measured by using a Standford Research Lock-in 

amplifier. 

 

8.3  Results and discussion 

The ferroelectric hysteresis loops of the P(VDF-TrFE) based composites with different 

ferrite wt.% as well for different thicknesses are presented in Figure 8.1a and Figure 

8.1b, respectively.  

 

  

Figure 8.1 – (a) Weight fraction-dependent ferroelectric hysteresis loops for P(VDF-

TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites. (b) Ferroelectric hysteresis loops for nanocomposites with 7 

wt.% for different polymer thicknesses (25µm, 50µm and 75µm) and for pure P(VDF-TrFE). 
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The ferroelectric properties were tested under an electric field with a maximum strength 

of 900 kV/cm. In Figure 8.1b it is possible to observe that nanocomposite thickness has 

no influence in the ferroelectric response of the samples, neither in the spontaneous 

polarization nor in the coercive field. This important fact is contrary to what is observed 

in other ferroelectric systems, in particular in composites in which the domain reversal 

within the films is changed due to the variations in the distribution of the filler in 

composites of different thickness [24]. 

All samples exhibit saturated hysteresis loops and the maximum polarization reaches a 

value of 18.1 µC/cm2 with a filler content of 7 wt.%. Increasing ferrite concentration to 

higher values will cause a drop in the maximum polarization value. This enhancement 

in the maximum polarization value of polymer/ferrite nanocomposites for low loading 

contents has been reported previously [25]. Two main effects can be on the basis of this 

phenomenon: on the one hand ferrite nanoparticles may introduce additional free 

charges required to compensate and stabilize the polarization domain, on the other hand 

nanoparticles can act as heterogeneous nucleation centers for ferroelectric domains 

during the polarization [26]. Moreover, large interfacial areas in the composites 

containing nanometre scale fillers promote the exchange coupling effect through a 

dipolar interface layer and results in higher polarization levels and dielectric responses 

[27]. From ferrite contents higher than 19.5 wt.%, the maximum polarization decreases 

in comparison with the pure polymer, indicative of the existence of a critical point for 

the maximum ferrite content optimizing the ferro- and piezoelectric polymer response. 

At this concentration, the long-range ordered dipole ordering of the polymer chains is 

destroyed and the polarization decreases significantly due to the fact that nano-sized 

ferrite particles hinder domain wall movement [25].  

It was also observed an increase of the coercive field with increasing ferrite content 

until a value of 62.1 wt.%. Increasing concentration from this value results in a sharp 

decrease in the coercive field of the nanocomposites.  

The dependence of the maximum polarization and coercive field values with ferrite 

content in the P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites is represented in Figure 8.2a.  
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Figure 8.2 – (a) Weight fraction-dependent Maximum Polarization (PMáx) and Coercive Electric 

Field (EC) of P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites. (b) Weight fraction-dependent Remnant 

Polarization and Piezoelectric Constant (d33). 

 

Figure 8.2b illustrates the correlation between the remnant polarization and 

piezoelectric response of the P(VDF-TrFE) based composites. As ferrite concentration 

increases, both quantities increase until a maximum value of 16.3 µC/cm2 and 27 pC/N 

respectively at a concentration of ~ 7 wt.% content. For higher concentrations, the 

values of both remnant polarization and piezoelectric response decrease, being this 

decrease stronger for concentrations above 60 wt.% ferrite. In this way, the presence of 

small quantities of the magnetostrictive phase in the composite significantly improves 

the piezoelectric and polarization responses of the copolymer matrix, demonstrating that 

those nanocomposites are promising candidates for room temperature piezoelectric and 

ferroelectric applications. On the other hand, as demonstrated later, larger 

magnetostrictive phase than 7 wt.% is needed in order to obtain suitable ME coupling. 

The sample with PVDF (result not shown) as piezoelectric phase and with 7 wt.% of 

CoFe2O4 exhibit a piezoelectric coefficient of 31 pC/N, slightly higher than the one 

obtained for the P(VDF-TrFE) based sample (27 pC/N). 

The good ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties of P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 

nanocomposites are intimately related to the uniform dispersion of the ferrite 

nanoparticles [19]. The experimental results confirm that the presence of the 

nanoparticles significantly influence the polarization and piezoelectric responses of the 

copolymer matrix, in particular for low ferrite concentrations [28]. It has been reported 

that cobalt ferrites interact with the PVDF homopolymer matrix in order to favour the 
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nanofillers favour the polar phase of the polymer. Analogously, low nanofiller 

concentration in the co-polymer matrix may favour arrangement of the polar 

conformations and therefore the increase of the ferroelectric and piezoelectric 

responses. 

The saturation magnetization of a powder sample of CoFe2O4 nanoparticles is over 

60 emu/g. Saturation magnetization values of the ferrite particles within the polymer 

matrix fit well to that value when the loops are normalized with the concentration of 

magnetic particles in the composites. The shape of the measured loops demonstrates 

that magnetic particles are randomly oriented within the polymer matrix (Figure 8.3). 

 

  

Figure 8.3 – (a) Room temperature hysteresis loops for the pure ferrite nanoparticle powder and 

for P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites. (b) Room temperature hysteresis loops measured 

for the composite with 62.1wt.% of ferrite for different field directions. 
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out of plane), and the polymer matrix has no influence in the magnetic response of the 

nanocomposites.  

Figure 8.4a shows the variation of the ME voltage coefficient with the HDC for the 

different ferrite concentrations, measured under HAC field of 1 Oe with a 5 kHz 
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Figure 8.4 – (a) ME coefficients as a function of the bias field and filling fractions of CoFe2O4 

nanoparticle. (b) In plane and out of plane ME response of 62.1 wt.% ferrite content samples. 

(c) Influence of thickness and HAC in the ME response of 62.1 wt.% ferrite content samples. (d) 

ME coefficients of nanocomposite with different CoFe2O4 contents at a HDC= 0.25T. 

 

It can be observed that the induced voltage increases with increasing HDC until a 

maximum of 41.3 mV/cm.Oe at a magnetic field of 0.25T. With further increase of the 

HDC a decrease in the induced voltage is observed. 

The differences of the in plane (magnetization parallel to the polarization) and out of 

plane (magnetization perpendicular to the polarization) can be observed in Figure 8.4b. 

The ME coefficient is three times higher in the out of plane measurement, which is fully 

to be attributed to the difference in the d33  and d31 piezoelectric constants of the 

polymer,  since no difference is detected in the in plane and out of plane magnetic 

response of the nanocomposite [29] (see Figure 8.3b). 
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As can be seen in Figure 8.4c and as expected for well dispersed composites [30-31] no 

difference is noted in the ME response when composite thickness and HAC are changed. 

In this way, it can be concluded that the residual stress status of the composites, that 

strongly depends on film thickness and deeply affects the ME coupling, together with 

preferential nanoparticle orientation and interface defects [32], does not play a 

significant role in the processed composites. 

Figure 8.4d shows the ME response of the nanocomposites at a bias field of 0.25T for 

increasing CoFe2O4 loading. The initial increase in the ME voltage is explained by the 

increase of the magnetostriction due to the substantial increase the magnetostrictive 

phase. This response is optimized at 72 wt.% CoFe2O4 content. For higher 

concentrations, nanoparticles lead to the disruption of the ferroelectric copolymer phase 

[19], having as a result an abrupt decrease in the ME response of the nanocomposite. 

The theoretical fitting of this behaviour was performed by using the model presented in 

[30-31]. In this model, the ME response α33 can be expressed as: 
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m
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dM
 is obtained 

from the magnetization curve (Figure 8.3). 

As expected and predicted by the theory, the good value of piezoelectric coefficient 

reached at 7 wt.% is not enough to obtain a good ME coefficient in samples with low 

magnetostrictive nanoparticle concentrations since it is necessary a substantial presence 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 
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of both ferroelectric and magnetostrictive phases [8, 33]. The optimal compromise is 

obtained for filler concentrations of 72 wt

The significant discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values in the 

highest concentrated sample is due to the fact that for these high nanoparticle loadings, 

filler dispersion cannot be properly achieved. Therefore, this large amount of 

magnetostrictive phase leads to the disruption of the polymer microstructure and of the 

ferroelectric properties in the MF

Comparing the ME response of 

stretched (93/7 wt.% PVDF/

(Figure 8.5a). 
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The lower ME response is explained by the lower mechanical connectivity and the 

consequent weakening of mechanic-electrical transduction induced by the magnetic 

field due the existence of voids leading to damping of the elastic vibrations and 

increasing the loss of energy, contributing therefore to the decrease of the ME voltage 

coefficient.   

Even when the existence of voids and porosity effects in polymer based ME composites 

has not been considered much in detail so far in the literature,  it has been reported that 

porosity affects the HDC at which the ME voltage coefficient is maximum [34-35] in a 

similar way as the one observed in the present work.  

 

8.4  Conclusions 

ME nanocomposites were successfully produced using P(VDF-TrFE) and its 

homopolymer PVDF as piezoelectric phase and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles as 

magnetostrictive phase.  The resultant P(VDF-TrFE) based MF films exhibit saturated 

hard magnetic properties and a ME coefficient dependent on the loading of the 

magnetostrictive phase. The presence of low content of nanoparticles in the composite 

significantly improves the polarization and piezoelectric responses of the copolymer 

matrix, demonstrating that low filler content P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites 

are promising candidates for room temperature piezoelectric and ferroelectric 

applications. The ME response of the P(VDF-TrFE) based nanocomposites is 

maximized for 72 wt.%  filler contents, with a α33 value of 41.3 mV/cm.Oe.  Since the 

value is among the highest reported in particulated polymer nanocomposites, this work 

provides a promising way to produce flexible ME materials to be applied in smart 

devices. 

The ME response in the PVDF based sample was possible due to the destruction of the 

nanocomposite symmetry by a slight stretching process that allows the piezoelectric 

response after corona poling. Such process led to the formation of voids that strongly 

influenced the ME behaviour of the nanocomposites. The  ME response is higher in the 

unstretched P(VDF-TrFE) samples and the PVDF based sample shows a linear ME 

response as a function of the HDC, contrary to the P(VDF-TrFE) samples that  exhibit a 

non-linear response with a maximum for a given HDC. This distinct behaviour was 

attributed to the existence of voids in the PVDF based sample. 
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9  Linear anhysteretic direct magnetoelectric effect in P(VDF-

TrFE)/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 0-3 nanocomposites 

 

Free-standing flexible ME 0-3 composite films, comprising Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 ferrite 

nanoparticles in a Poly(vinylidene trifluorethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)) copolymer matrix, 

have been prepared at low temperatures by solvent casting and melt crystallization. 

Ferroelectric, piezoelectric, magnetic and direct ME properties of the nanocomposites 

depend strongly on ferrite concentration. ME voltage coefficients increase linearly with 

applied HDC up to 0.5T and show no hysteresis. At this field, a maximum ME voltage 

coefficient of 1.35 mV cm-1 Oe-1 was obtained for samples with 15 wt. % ferrite using a 

40 kHz resonant signal. 

 

 

 

This chapter is based on the following publication: Martins, P., et al., Linear 

anhysteretic direct magnetoelectric effect in Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4/poly(vinylidene 

fluoride-trifluoroethylene) 0-3 nanocomposites Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics, 

2011. 44(48): p. 1-4. 
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9.1  Introduction 

ME effects arise in materials, or combinations of materials, that are electrically and 

magnetically polarisable due to coupling between electrical polarization and 

magnetization mediated sometimes by strain1. The direct ME effect is the modification 

of electrical polarization P by magnetic field H, and the converse effect is the change of 

magnetization M by electric field E. Intrinsic ME effects in single-phase materials 

typically occur at low temperatures and are weak [1,2]. Two-phase composites 

consisting of strain-coupled piezoelectric (or electrostrictive) and magnetostrictive (or 

piezomagnetic) materials yield large ME effects at room temperature3 and are therefore 

interesting for applications, e.g. magnetic-field sensors, transducers, resonators and 

energy harvesting [3,4]. 

The performance of ME composites depends both on the piezoelectric (or 

electrostrictive) and magnetostrictive (or piezomagnetic) properties of the individual 

components and their coupling. Strain coupling requires intimate contact between the 

constituent phases and depends strongly on the geometry of the composite, which is 

usually described by the connectivity of the phases. Giant direct ME voltage 

coefficients, α ~ 7 V cm-1 Oe-1 at low frequencies and ~ 300 V cm-1 Oe-1 at the 50 kHz 

resonance, have been reported in 2-2 laminate composites of high-magnetic-

permeability Fe-Si-Co Metglas and piezoelectric PVDF polymer layers bonded using 

epoxy resin [5]. Similar values have been observed in 2-1 laminate composites 

consisting of piezoelectric Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 fibres bonded between Fe-B-Si-C Metglas 

layers using epoxy resin [6], ~ 20 V cm-1 Oe-1 at low frequencies and ~ 750 V cm-1 Oe-1 

at the 21 kHz resonance.  

The strong ME effects discussed above are non-linear and occur only at low magnetic 

bias fields (< 20 Oe) such that they are not suitable for use as high-field DC magnetic 

sensors. Moreover, performance is compromised by the relative brittleness of the epoxy 

bonding the component phases. However, 0-3 composites of magnetic nanoparticles 

embedded in a ferroelectric polymer matrix overcome this problem because the 

magnetic material is in direct contact with, and completely surrounded by, the 

ferroelectric material. Also, for sufficiently small nanoparticle weight fractions, the 

mechanical properties of the ferroelectric polymer are preserved and therefore the 

nanocomposites can be easily processed at low temperatures into a variety of shapes for 

applications [3,7]. 
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Recently, small ME effects up to 40 mV cm-1 Oe-1 were obtained in P(VDF-

TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites [7] at high HDC (0.2T). However, the ME response was 

found to be non-linear at these high fields, and hysteretic at lower fields (CoFe2O4 

nanoparticles have coercive field Hc = 0.14T), precluding applications. Here we exploit 

Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 nanoparticles, which are superparamagnetic [8] below 30 nm, in order 

to achieve linear and anhysteretic direct ME effects in P(VDF-TrFE)/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 

nanocomposites. 

 

9.2  Experimental 

P(VDF-TrFE) 75/25 mol% powder was purchased from Solvay Solexis, NZFO 

nanoparticles (10-30 nm) were purchased from Nanoamor and pure grade DMF solvent 

was purchased from Fluka. P(VDF-TrFE)/NZFO 0-3 nanocomposites were prepared 

using the procedure described in [9]. NZFO nanoparticles were added to the DMF and 

the solution was placed in an ultrasonic bath for 8 h. P(VDF-TrFE) powder was 

subsequently added and the resultant solution was mixed using a Teflon mechanical 

stirrer and an ultrasonic bath until the polymer was completely dissolved (2 h). Films 

were obtained by using a coating bar to spread the solution on a clean glass substrate. 

The solvent was evaporated by heating the films in an oven at 210 ºC for 10 min. 

Subsequent cooling to room temperature caused the polymer to crystallize. Finally, free-

standing flexible polycrystalline films were obtained by detaching the glass substrate. 

Films of thicknesses ~ 25, 50 and 75 µm were prepared with nanoparticle content 

varying from 3 to 45 wt.% (0.01 to 0.23 in ϕ).   

 

9.3  Results and discussion 

Ferroelectric P(E) loops were measured using a Radiant Ferroelectric Premier II LC. 

Out-of-plane piezoelectric coefficients d33 were measured using a model 8000 wide 

range d33-meter (APC Int Ltd). Prior to d33 measurements, the films were corona poled 

for 30 min at 120 ºC and during the subsequent cooling to room temperature. In-plane 

EY were obtained from the initial slope of strain-stress curves measured for 3.5 mm × 13 

mm specimens using a MINIMAT universal testing machine (Polymer Laboratories) in 

tensile mode, with a 2 mm min-1 loading rate. Magnetization M(H) curves were 

measured up to 1.8T using a vibrating sample magnetometer (Oxford Instruments). For 
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direct ME measurements, poled nanocomposite films were cut into square specimens 

(side l ~ 6 - 10 mm), and circular 1.4 mm-diameter gold electrodes were sputtered on 

opposite sides. An electromagnet was used to provide HDC bias, and a Helmholtz coil 

connected to an HP3245A source was used to generate the HAC. Dynamic ME voltages 

were measured using a 5302 EG&G lock-in amplifier. All measurements were carried 

out at room temperature. 

Figure 9.1a shows room-temperature ferroelectric P(E) loops of 50 µm-thick P(VDF-

TrFE)/NZFO nanocomposites for selected compositions.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.1 – Room-temperature ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties of 50 µm-thick 

P(VDF-TrFE)/NZFO 0-3 nanocomposites. (a) Polarization P as a function of electric field E for 

composites with different ferrite concentrations. (b) Remnant polarization Pr and negative 

piezoelectric coefficient -d33 as functions of NZFO content. 

 

The addition of small quantities of NZFO nanoparticles increases Pr and piezoelectric 

coefficient -d33 (Figure 9.1b) because nanoparticles improve the crystallinity of the 

polymer matrix near the interface [10,11]. For NZFO concentrations higher than 

7 wt.%, the ferroelectric polarization decreases with increasing nanoparticles content 

and at 20 wt.% becomes smaller than the polarization of pure P(VDF-TrFE) due to the 

disruption of the polymer matrix [7]. 25 µm and 75 µm-thick nanocomposite films 

possess similar ferroelectric properties (not shown), unlike pure P(VDF-TrFE) thin 

films whose ferroelectric properties are strongly thickness dependent, e.g. due to 

changes in crystallinity and domain structure [12,13]. 

Figure 9.2 shows room-temperature out-of-plane magnetization M(H) loops of 50 µm-

thick P(VDF-TrFE)/NZFO nanocomposites for selected compositions.  
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Figure 9.2 – Room-temperature out-of-plane magnetization M(H) of 50 µm-thick P(VDF-

TrFE)/NZFO 0-3 nanocomposites with different ferrite concentrations. Inset shows the 

magnetization Mmax measured at 1.8T as a function of NZFO content. 

 

As expected, nanocomposite magnetization increases with increasing NZFO content. 

The nanocomposites show negligible magnetic coercivity and remanence, and the 

magnetization does not quite saturate at our maximum applied magnetic field of 1.8T, 

consistent with the superparamagnetic behaviour [8] of nanoparticles whose diameter is 

less than 30 nm. Additional in-plane M(H) measurements (not shown) evidenced the 

isotropic magnetic character of the composite films, confirming good nanoparticle 

dispersion. M(H) measurements of 75 µm-thick films (not shown) revealed no 

dependence of magnetic properties on nanocomposite thickness. 

Figure 9.3a shows that the ME voltage coefficient α33 measured at resonance varies as a 

linear and anhysteretic function of out-of-plane bias field HDC, for several different 

ferrite concentrations (the first index in αij indicates the collinear ferroelectric poling 

and electrical measurement directions, and the second indicates the applied magnetic 

field direction).  
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Figure 9.3 – Room-temperature dynamic ME response of 50 µm-thick P(VDF-TrFE)/NZFO 0-

3 nanocomposites to out-of-plane HAC fields of magnitude 1.27 Oe. (a) ME voltage coefficient 

α33 as a function of HDC at resonance and (b) as a function of frequency at HDC = 0.5T. (c) 

Maximum value of α33 as a function of NZFO content. (d) α3j as a function of HDC magnitude 

and direction (inset) at resonance for the sample with 15 wt.% NZFO. In (a) and (d), ME 

voltage is plotted for both increasing and decreasing HDC. 

 

The resonant frequency for each concentration was determined from 100 - 100 kHz 

scans at constant HDC = 0.5T (Figure 9.3b). A peak in α33(f) is seen at ~ 40 kHz for all 

the composites, and corresponds to the expected longitudinal electromagnetic resonance 

governed by the formula [14] 

( ) ρYn Elnf 2≈  

 

 where l is the length along the resonant direction, n is the order of the harmonic mode, 

and ρ and EY are density and Young’s modulus, respectively (Table 9.1).  
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Table 9.1 – Longitudinal resonant frequencies for 50 µm thick P(VDF-TrFE)/NZFO 0-3 

nanocomposites with different ferrite concentration, computed from equation 9.1. Volume 

fraction and density of the nanocomposites were calculated from the density of the components 

[1900 kg m-3 and 5200 kg m-3 for P(VDF-TrFE) and NZFO, respectively]. In-plane Young’s 

modulus values EY of the composite films were obtained from the initial slope of strain-stress 

curves (not shown). 

NZFO (wt.%) NZFO (ϕ) ρ EY l f 

7 2.7 (kg m
-3

) (GPa) (mm) (kHz) 

15 6.1 1990 0.52 6 42.5 

20 8.4 2100 1.06 9 39.5 

45 23 2180 1.14 9 40.2 

 

The observed linear behaviour of the ME voltage coefficient may be attributed to linear 

magnetostriction in our nanocomposites, which has been previously reported at fields 

< 2-3T in 0-3 composites comprising ferromagnetic particles in a silicone matrix with 

low concentration of magnetic particles [15], and also in some paramagnetic materials 

[16]. Note that varying the amplitude of HAC from 0.4 – 1.5 Oe yielded a linear 

variation in ME voltage (not shown) and therefore did not change α33. 

ME performance is maximized for 15 wt.% of NZFO (Figures 9.3a-c). As expected and 

predicted by the theoretical calculations, higher NZFO concentrated samples do not 

result in higher ME coupling due to relative decrease of the piezoelectric phase within 

the composite [7]. In a similar way, note that maximum ME performance is not 

obtained for the nanocomposite with the largest piezoelectric coefficient (7 wt.% of 

NZFO) because ME effect is a product property and magnetization, and therefore 

magnetostriction, of the nanocomposite increases with increasing NZFO content. The 

maximum value of α33 = 1.35 mV cm-1 Oe-1 is smaller than the maximum α33 = 40 mV 

cm-1 Oe-1 observed [7] in P(VDF-TrFE)/CoFe2O4 and the maximum 16 mV cm-1 Oe-1 

predicted [17] for P(VDF-TrFE)/NiFe2O4 0-3 nanocomposites, but larger than the 0.4 -

 0.7 mV cm-1 Oe-1 response of all-ceramic 3-3 composites 

(Ni,Zn)Fe2O4/(Ba,Pb)(Zr,Ti)O3 [18,19]. 

Figure 9.3d shows α33 together with α32 and α31, as functions of HDC, for the optimal 

sample with 15 wt.% of NZFO at resonance. The ME response is reduced by a factor of 
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around 3 when the HDC is applied in-plane, i.e. α33 ~ 3α32 ~ 3α31. Given that the 

magnetic properties are isotropic (Figure 9.2), this anisotropy is attributed to the 

piezoelectric response of the polymer, which for highly crystalline pure films of 

P(VDF-TrFE) obeys [20] -d33 ~ 3d31 ~ 3d32. 

 

9.4  Conclusions 

To conclude, we studied the ferroelectric, piezoelectric, magnetic and direct ME 

properties of free-standing, flexible 0-3 nanocomposite films of NZFO and P(VDF-

TrFE) that were processed at low-temperature. Direct ME effects up to 1.35 mV cm-

1 Oe-1 were obtained in a HDC=0.5T, for samples with 15 wt.% of NZFO at the 40 kHz 

resonance.  P(VDF-TrFE)/NZFO nanocomposites improve upon P(VDF-

TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites [7] as they show linear and non-hysteretic direct ME 

responses up to 0.5T. Our findings may be useful for DC magnetic-field sensors. 
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Conclusions and future work  

It was shown the need of more and more extensive studies regarding polymer based ME 

materials. This need derives from the low ME effect in single-phase materials, the 

fragility of ceramic composites and from an increasing demand of such composites 

In this way multiferroic and magnetoelectric composites consisting in the mixture of 

PVDF piezoelectric polymer with CoFe2O4 , NiFe2O4 and Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 nanoparticles 

studies regarding polymer based ME 

phase materials, the 

fragility of ceramic composites and from an increasing demand of such composites 

ectric composites consisting in the mixture of 
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10.2  Conclusions 

It was verified that composites with more that 90% of the crystalline phase in the 

ferroelectric β-phase were obtained for 5 wt.% of CoFe2O4 and 50 wt.% of NiFe2O4 

respectively. In this way, ME polymer nanocomposites can be processed avoiding the 

usual α to β phase transformation by stretching of the polymer matrix.  

It was shown that the nucleation kinetics was enhanced by the presence of the ferrite 

nanoparticles, as corroborated by the increasing number of spherulites with increasing 

nanoparticle content and by the variations of the Avrami’s exponent. Further, the 

decrease of the crystalline fraction of PVDF with increasing nanoparticles content 

indicates that an important fraction of polymer chains are confined in interphases with 

the filler particle. Additionally, the crystallization velocity was found to be intimately 

related to the polymer α or β−phase formation in the nanocomposites and followed the 

order: PVDF/NiFe2O4> PVDF/CoFe2O4>PVDF/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 for a given temperature 

and nanoparticle loading. 

The origin of the β-phase  nucleation was explained by the electrostatic interactions due 

to the presence of negative nanoparticle surfaces that interact with the polymeric CH2 

groups that have positive charge density. This interaction induced the polymer chains to 

align on the surface of the nanoparticles in an extended TTTT conformation resulting in 

formation of the β-PVDF phase with piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties. The use 

of appropriate surfactants caused variations in the surface charge of the nanoparticles 

opening the possibility of the β-phase nucleation in different nanofillers, leading to 

hybrid composites that can take advantage of the properties of the fillers and the 

electroactive phase of the polymer. For example, in the present case, the 

magnetostriction of the filler and the piezoelectricity of the polymer allow the ME 

response of the composite and its applications as sensors or/and actuators. 

The macroscopic magnetic and dielectric response of the composites has demonstrated a 

strong dependence on the fraction of ferrite nanoparticles, with both magnetization and 

dielectric constant values increasing for increasing filler content. The β-relaxation in the 

composite samples was similar to the one observed for β-PVDF obtained by stretching. 

A superparamagnetic behaviour was observed for PVDF/NiFe2O4 composites, whereas 

PVDF/CoFe2O4 samples develop a hysteresis cycle with coercivity of 0.3 T.  

Ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties of the composites were improved when small 

amount of CoFe2O4 nanoparticles were added to the P(VDF-TrFE) matrix. The highest 
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ME response of 41.3 mV/cm.Oe was found in the composite with 72 wt.% of CoFe2O4 

content when HDC=0.25T was transversely applied to the sample surface. A maximum 

ME voltage coefficient of ≈5mV/cm.Oe was obtained at a 50 kHz resonance frequency, 

a constant HDC = 0,5T and a HAC = 1 Oe to the PVDF/ CoFe2O4 (93/7 wt.% ) sample. 

This ME response was possible due to a slight stretching process that allows the 

piezoelectric response after corona poling. Such process also led to the formation of 

voids.  

At last, direct ME effects up to 1.35 mV cm-1 Oe-1 were obtained in a HDC=0.5T, for 

samples with 15 wt.% of Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 at the 40 kHz resonance. P(VDF-

TrFE)/Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4  nanocomposites have showed, as compared to P(VDF-

TrFE)/CoFe2O4 nanocomposites, linear and non-hysteretic direct magnetoelectric 

responses up to 0.5T. 

 It is in this way, novel polymer based magnetoelectric composites have been produced 

and characterized suitability for the development of sensors and actuators. 

 

10.3 Future work 

Many scientific groups are getting attracted towards the investigation in polymer based 

ME nanocomposites due to their cross-coupling effect which lead to promising 

applications in technological devices. However there are still some aspects that require 

further attention and an exhaustive study. One of these consist in the investigation 

regarding the effect of nanoparticle shape anisotropy in the ME response of the 

nanocomposite. Most of the existing studies report on nanocomposites with almost 

spherical filler nanoparticles. The use of anisotropic nanoparticles may promote the 

emergence of new effects and the fabrication of anisotropic sensors and actuators. 

Other underexplored field lies in the creation of ME materials that can be used in 

applications that require simultaneously low and high magnetic fields. This can be 

achieved with the incorporation of distinct magnetostrictive nanoparticles in the same 

piezoelectric polymer matrix or the use of a bilayer system consisting in one layer of a 

magnetostrictive alloy and other layer with a polymeric nanocomposite (polymer + 

magnetostrictive nanoparticles). 

It is also necessary to further explore the ME response of PVDF homopolymer based 

materials since its distinct morphological, physical properties and price show some 

advantages when compared to its copolymers.  The only study which was reported in 
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the literature is the one presented in this thesis. In a similar way, more studies should be 

devoted to the understanding of the ME response in porous polymer based composites. 

Finally, it is scientifically accepted that polymer based ME composites are ready for 

practical ME device applications such as magnetic field sensors and current sensors due 

to their good ME effect at room temperature. Although some prototypes of devices 

based on the polymeric ME laminates have been proposed, much work still remains for 

their applications in real systems. 
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